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PREFACE 
This report iias "been written with the ultimate aim 
of "being published in whole or in part by the State 
Department of Geology. Although there are in existence 
state bulletins describing and locating the big majori-
ty of the building and ornamental stones of the state, 
there is little or no information available as to the 
physical characteristics of these stones. At the sug-
gestion of Dr. Geffory Crickmay, Assistant State 
Geologist, and with. the approval of the Late Dr. S. W« 
McCallie, State Geologist, and Prof. 0. D. Gibson of 
the Geology Lepartmsrb oi Georgia Tech, the author 
began assembling material and obtaining specim-sn for 
test purposes in the summer oi 193^ for the prepara-
tion of a report relating particularly to the strength 
and durability of those stones found in Georgia that 
are used for building purposes. 
In conducting the experimental work of this re-
port the material had to be obtained wherever possible. 
Many oi the quarries were not operating. Of those 
quarries that were in operation it was found difficult 
to obtain specimen th^t could be used for tests. This 
was due as much to lack of equipment on the part of 
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some of the quarrymen at to lack: of interest on the 
part of others. As there was no fund for conducting 
any of this work, the collecting of suitable specimen 
irom the quarries and various stone yards as well as 
the making of test specimen was at the author's ex-
pense, In a work of this type where so many specimen 
are required on which tests are made to furnish the 
basis for conclusions, the cost of having parties 
equipped to make the test specimen was found to he 
prohibitive. The result was that the specimen had to 
be worked out with whatever equipment that could be 
obtained. Through the cooperation of the Department 
of Civil engineering and the Department of Geology 
along with the aid of ',\hat was then the Department of 
Experimental engineering at Georgia Tech a limited 
number of test specimen of the various stones collected 
was worked out. The equipment was entirely unorthodox 
and not intended for the class of service for which it 
was used. The result was that the entire summer of 
1932 was consumed in making these test specimen from 
the material v̂ hich had been gathered during the pre-
ceding year. 
Wheraver possible specifications as laid down by 
the American Society of Testing Materials were followed 
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in court-Tic ting, tests, where no set method oi test 
existed, the author was guided by previous* work done 
by other investigators along the same lino, borne 
radical changes in test methods were made in regard 
to irost action and methods oi determining the modu-
lus ox elasticity which have since "been justified "by 
the work oi D« f« ICessler, research associate, and W. 
H. Slight associate Physicist, oi tne department oi 
Commerce, bureau oi Standards, in their work on tne 
pjiysicil properties oi commercial Limestone. 
In addition to the departments listed above who 
assisted in the work of preparing specimen, the author 
is indebteo to tne State Ceology Department tor its 
aid in obtaining specimen and the use oi its library; 
the Georgia Larble Company who furnished specimen of 
the marbles tested; the southeastern Lranite Corpora-
tion of iilberton and the Capital Stone Company of 
Atlanta for the variety 01 granites tested; the ̂ echani 
cal Engineering department of Tech for the use of test-
in; equipment; the Bureau of Standards of the Lepartmen 
of Commerce for suggestions in conducting some o± the 
tefite where existing methods were oi dubious value. 
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As outlined, this report is to cover only tnose 
stones found in the State of Georgia of commercial 
importance* The general term stone will have to "be 
qualified as pertaining only to that stone used in 
"building construction rather than including that 
quarried lor road work, cement manufacture, fluxes, 
gems, and as ores of various minerals. 
Under xart I #111 "be discussed the different 
types of rock: found in Georgia; tneir mode of origin, 
mineral constituents and the minerait tnemselvos so 
that a better understanding 01 rocks and their dif-
ferent characteristics can be had. 
Under rart II the general geology and. physio-
graphy @± the state Kill be discussed so that a bet-
ter idea cau be had as to what rocks are dominant in 
the state, and some idea can be obtained as to their 
distribution and extent. 
In Part III will be discusted the various tests 
applied to Georgia Building Stones -long Yvith the 
results obtained and conclusions based on tnese 
results. 
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k REPORT ON Tii^ jflJILDIiG AND ORNAMENTAL STOMAS 0£ GSORGIA 
BY GEO. P. tfOOLLARD 
PART I 
INTRODUCTION 
Almost any variety of stone can be used for build-
ing purposes, but economic considerations such as 
accessibility and ease of quarrying, in general are 
the controlling factors as to whether a stone is used 
or not. Any attempt to render a complete report on 
all the stones in an area as large as the state of 
Georgia would involve a study of rocks rather than a 
comprehensive report on stones economically usable, 
In this report only those stones representative of 
definite areas now being quarried will be considered, 
No attempt will be made to include stonee other than 
these, 
All building stones may be divided up into four 
groups: 
1. Granite and its allies 
2« Sandstone and similar rocks 
3, Limestone and similar rocks 
*x.« oxa ues 
These constitute the main rocks used for building 
purposes* On account of exceptional specimen these 
rockf may grade into ornamental stone, and likewise 
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some ornamental stones may grade into gem stones. 
Hence it is seen that there is no definite line of 
demarcation between a building stone and an orna-
mental stone. Parks lists the following as "being 
both ornamental and building stones: 
Handsome varieties of Granite and other 
Igneous rocks 
The iridescent feldspars 
Sodalite and sodalite bearing rock 
Serpentine and Verde Antique 
Handsome varieties of Conglomerate and 
Breccia 
Fossil Limestone, Marble, Mexican Onyx. 
Vein Stuff and varieties of silica, as, Agate, 
and Amethyst 
Varieties of Gypsum 
Stones are all the products of natural processes, 
and by studying their mode of origin it is possible to 
explain their grain structure, composition, and as a 
corollary, their strength, weathering properties, and 
economic uses, 
The first group of rocks mentioned was Granite 
and its allies. These rocks are known as Igneous, for 
they have resulted from consolidation of molten material 
from the interior of the earth, 
1« Report on Building and Ornamental Stones of Canada, 
parks; p, 4 
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The second and third groups may "be mentioned 
together; that is, the Sandstones and Limestones, 
These rocks are known as Sedimentary, They are com-
posed of materials laid down in water, and are derived 
from the weathering of older rocks in the case of sand-
stone, and from the calcareous body parts and shells 
of marine life in the case of Limestones. j/ith these 
rocks might also be mentioned Conglomerate and Gypsum 
as they are both of sedimentary origin. 
The fourth group, Slates, belongs to the Meta-
morpnic rocks. This group includes all rocks, regard-
less of primary origin, that have been subjected to 
severe alteration since their formation, the altera-
tion being both chemical and physical, A gneiss is 
an altered igneous rock; marble is an altered lime-
stone; and slate is altered shale. Shale is a sedi-
mentary mud or very fine-grained sandstone, 
There is another group which includes all those 
materials which fill cavities and veins in oldar rocks 
as agste, amethyst, cave onyx, etc. However, this 
last group has very little use as building stones, 
and limited use as ornamental stones, 
In addition to considering the manner of origin 
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of rock it is necessary also to consider the mineral 
constituents, oSach mineral has different physical 
properties, and the percentage of each mineral pre-
sent in a rock will largely determine the physical 
properties of the rock itself. As minerals of ig-
neous origin are associated with igneous rocks it 
might he well to consider the minerals in groups 
according to the rock groups previously considered, 
There are two methods by which solidification of 
a molten mass can take place; either by suspended animation 
of flow due to a decrease of molecular activity as in 
the case of glass which is essentially a liquid at 
rest and which is homogenous throughout, or by molecular 
rearrangement in which is had crystallization, or the 
seggregating of minerals according to the laws of 
crystallography. Rocks as a result vary in character 
as to whether they are predominantly glass or minerals, 
This is determined almost entirely by the method of 
cooling, A molten mass suddenly cooled, as lava shot 
forth from a volcano, has a strong tendency to be 
glassy; while a magma slowly cooled deep within the 
earth1s crust is composed almost entirely of crystal-
line minerals on solidification. 
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There are two sets of causes that determine the 
physical properties of igneous rocks; first, the miner-
al composition, and second, the rock structure. As 
has already "been pointed out, the mineral content 
largely determines the character of the rock. In 
igneous rocks there are seven outstanding minerals 
which have to he considered. Each mineral has a defi-
mite chemical composition, i'or each mineral there is 
also a definite crystal shape due to molecular arrange-
ment, and each mineral has its own individual characte-
ristics as to cleavage, hardness, luster, color, "blow 
pipe reactions, etc. The minerals to he considered in 
connection with igneous rocks can he divided into two 
classes: 
1, The essential minerals forming the 
bulk of the rock 
2. The secondary minerals, not essential 




Quartz, one of the commonest of the earth's 
minerals is the crystallized form of silicon dioxide, 
SiO . It forms the "bulk of all sands and their 
2 
derivatives. It has a hardness of 7 according to 
lion's Scale of Hardness, and will readily cut steel. 
normally it is colorless but it is found in practi-
cally all colors. It can "be distinguished from felds-
par which it resembles "by its conchoidal fracture. 
It is found in all igneous rocks especially in granite 
and porphry, and is the mineral which gives these rocks 
their hardness and strength. An excess makes quarrying 
and cutting costs prohibitive on account of excessive 
hardness. 
feldspar is really a group name as there are two 
main groups of feldspars, the potash or Orthoclase 
Feldspar, Z Al Si„0 : and the soda-lime or Plagioclase 
3 8 
feldspar, Ua Al Si3Oft. Feldspar has a hardness of 6,5, 
easily cutting glass. In color it is £enerally milk 
white or pink. It fractures in plane surfaces. Or-
thoclase gives a smooth fracture, and Plagioclase has 
a striated fracture. Hocks containing Quartz gener-
ally carry the Orthoclase variety of feldspar. Due 
to its ease of cleavage water enters readily, and a 
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rock high in feldspar should always "be examined as to 
the amount the feldspar has "broken down under the 
action of the water. Kaolin is the result of this 
decomposition, 
Jtfepheline or Uephelite, NaAlSiO,, a mineral 
prominent in igneous stones in many localities, is 
not abundant in Georgia igneous rocks. It is very 
similar in physical properties to the Feldspars, and 
can only "be determined from them megascopically with 
difficulty, or "by chemical tests. 
Mica, a potash, magnesia and iron compound with 
silicic acid occurs in three distinct forms generally 
differentiated "by their colors. Muscovite or white 
mica, Hg K Alg (SiO^)^; Phlogopite or am"ber mica, 
H K Mn Al (SiO.),,; Biotite or black mica, 
2 3 4 3 
(HZ)«(MgFe) Al (Si04)3. They are all soft and can 
be easily cut with a knife. They crystals are hexa-
gonal and have a marked tendency to cleave crosswise 
giving rise to the familar sheets used extensively 
for insulating purposes in the electrical industry. 
It does not weatner readily although Biotite is more 
subject to decomposition than is Muscovite. 
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Amphibole is a mineral group of which an 
outstanding example is the mineral Hornblende, 
Ca(MgFe)_(S10) with Eao Al?(SiO.) and Mg Al (SiO ) . 
o 3 4 di & *±. o H 4t b o 
They have a hardness of 5 which is the same as ordi-
nary glass and are generally dark green, "brown or 
black in color. The crystals exhibit cleavage in two 
o 
directions lengthwise at 125 to each other. It can 
be distinguished from the micas by its superior 
hardness* 
Pyroxene is a group name of which Augite, 
Ca Mg(SiO ) with MgAlgSi06 and Ha Al Si 0 , is a good 
example. In physical properties it is almost identi-
cal with the amphibole, Hornblende, The amin difference 
is that the two cleavage planes running lengthwise in 
the crystal meet at an angle of 90 in Augite and 125° 
in Hornblende, 
Olivine, (MgFeJgSiO.. is a complicated silicate 
of lime, magnesia, iron and alumina, similar to the 
ampniboles and pyroxenes. It differs from the others 
though in having a hardness of 6.5 and a different 
crystalline structure. It can be identified by its 
olive green color, glassy luster and association with 
the heaviest and darkest igneous rocks. 
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The above constitute the essential minerals 
found in igneous rocks. 
The most common accessory minerals found in 
Georgia igneous rocks are: 
Garnet, a stone of viterous luster and red 
color having a hardness of 7, and which adds to the 
beauty of the stone in which it is found, 
Magnetite, an oxide of iron occurring as small 
black grains in the stone matrix gradually alters to 
a yellowish, brown, discoloring the stone adjacent to 
it. 
Hematite, an oxide of iron occurring in several 
forms, turns red and then brown upon weathering. It 
does not spread discoloration as does Magnetite. 
ryrite, known as fool's gold, a sulfide of iron 
has a golden color. It breaks down easily and badly 
stains the stone in which it is found, 
Tourmaline, a stone of viterous luster occurring 
in triangular crystals having a hardness of 7, is 
found in several colors, varying from pink to black. 
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In granites it is usually associated with Boron spots 
and has no objection other than breaking the continuity 
of the even textire oi the stone. 
The above is based upon observations upon granites 
from the Stone Mountain area, the Lithonia area, and 
three granites from the ̂ lberton area which constitute 
the main igneous quarry sections of the state* 
However, in Bulletin 9-A of the Georgia Survey 
on tne Granites and Gneisses of Georgia, .atson quotes 
from Merill the following: 
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The above tabulation contains every possible 
mineral that can be found throughout the country in 
an igneous rock, and they are grouped according to 
the country as a whole. An effort was made in the 
preceding discussion to satisfy local conditions; i.e., 
State of Georgia only, 
GRANITE 
Quoting ^atson , ,fthe term Granite is used to 
designate any holo-crystalline, massive, granular 
rock, of igneous origin, composed of the essential 
minerals, quartz and potash feldspar, either ortho-
clase or mierocline or both. Usually, one or more 
minerals of tne mica, amphibole or pyroxene groups 
are present, to the extent of imparting some dis-
tinctive character to the rock," Parks in his report 
1. The Granites and Gneisses of Georgia, Watson; p. 19 
2. Building and ornament 1 stones of Canada, Parks; p. 11 
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on Canadian Stones closely agrees with this when he 
states, "In a typical granite the constituent minerals 
are quartz, orthoelase and mica; the first two are 
always present while the mica which may he on any 
variety is frequently replaced by augite or horn-
blende, more commonly the latter," 
Watson1 defines granites as follows: "Structur-
ally, the granites are holo-crystalline, granular rocks 
and as a rule, without perfect crystal outline (allo-
triemorphic) displayed in the essential minerals, 
The feldspars, however, approach more or less perfect 
(idiomorphic) iorms at times, when the structure is re-
ferred to as hypidiomorphic-granular, This irregular 
crystalline outline of the constituent minerals 
(anhedra) has been determined by interesting crystal-
lization resulting in each mineral assuming the form 
imposed upon it by its growing neighbors. As original 
products of crystallization from a molten magma and 
interference on consolidation, the individual minerals 
are rendered not only irregular in crystal outline 
but the general grains interlock in an intricate manner, 
imparting thereby a high relative strength to the rock, 
The constituent grains vary in size from several inches 
1. Granites and Gneisses of Georgia, rtatson; p. 22 
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down to "being scarcely discernible by the naked eye," 
«7hich means in regara to its structure that granite 
is composed entirely of minerals; there is no glass 
or uncrystallized material between constituent grains, 
and on account of close contact the individual minerals 
have not been able to assume their normal shapes or 
expand to any great size. The result is an even grained 
texture which is characteristic of granites and some-
times referred to as a ,Tpepper and salt" texture, 
Dale gives the following on grain structure: 
"Three grades of texture may be distinguished: Coarse, 
in which the ieldspars generally measure over 1 cm,; 
medium, in which they measure under 1 cm, and over 0,6 
cm,; fine, in which they measure under 0,5 cm. In some 
coarse granites the feldspars measure one or several 
inches, and in some fine-grained ones, all the particles 
range from 0,25 cm, to 1 mm, in diameter, and some average 
as low as 0.25 mm. Extremely fine ones average 0.175 mm, 
or about seven one thousandths of an inch. At times 
cases are met with where on mineral occurs in larger 
crystals than the others. These are known as phenocrysts, 
and a granite containing these phenocrysts is known as a 
porphyritic granite," 




This igneous rock which is often confused with 
Granite is composed of even sized mineral crystals 
of which Orthoclase is the most important. Associated 
with the Orthoclase is mica, hornblende, or augite, 
or any two of them, rarely three. Quartz is not 
present and this is the distinguishing characteristic 
"between this rock and Granite. As with granites the 
varieties are identified according to the accessory 
minerals present. Hornblende Syenite is Syenite proper. 
Generally Syenites are darker colored than the granites, 
although "both owe their coloring to the feldspar present. 
PORPHYRY 
Although generally speaking, a porphyry is a rock 
in which large phenocrysts occur, in the limited sense 
it refers to a rock of the same mineral and chemical 
composition as Syenite, hut instead of having an even-
grained texture, the Orthoclase occurs as phenocrysts 
in a finer-grained ground mass of the associated min-
erals. This difierence in texture is brought about by 
the consolidation in the latter case of the molten mat-
erial in fissures while attempting to escape to the sur-
face resulting in imperfect crystallization of all 
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the minerals on account of the greater speed in 
cooling, 
GRESUSTOFi) 
Although this term has no real significance 
other than it includes a series of igneous rocks of 
a dark green to black color, it is commonly used, 
While these rocks are very tough and heavy, their 
mineral constituents are more likely to decompose 
than those found in eiti^r the granites or syenites, 
Rocks of this group include, Diabase, Gabbro, Diorite, 
Basalt, Andesite, Pyroxenite, and Peridotite, It is 
very seldom that they are encountered as building 
stone, 
PORPHYRIA 
Although this might be considered as another of 
the Greenstones, it differs inasmuch as the feldspar 
is plagioclase instead of orthoclase. Otherwise, it 
is very similar to Porphyry. However, the difference 
in feldspars makes it unfit for a building stone as 
it weathers very rapidly, 
AN0RTH0SIT3S 
Rocks composed almost entirely of feldspar are 
generally grouped under this head, 
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SEDIMENTARY HOCKS AND MIM3RALS 
Although, the minerals associated with the 
sedimentary rocks are abundant in Georgia, the rocks 
themselves are decidedly limited from a commercial 
standpoint. There are no active quarries in which 
sandstone is "being quarried, and at present the 
existing limestone quarries are closed. Current 
economic conditions have closed the Georgia Traver-
tine quarries, and only the Kaolin and Marl deposits 
are "being worked, 
As originally outlined, sedimentary rocks are 
those ̂ hich have accumulated in "bodies of water, 
The materials were either transported "by mechanical 
action or in solution "by streams feeding the large 
"bodies of water in which they were deposited. Since 
this is the case, we should expect to find all those 
minerals that make up igneous rocks in sedimentary 
rocks, for the material acquired was from these dis-
integrated igneous rocks, .dowever, it must "be "borne 
in mind that the hammering, abrasion and wear of 
stream transport would change the physical appearance 
of all except the most resistanct of these minerals, 
Again, many minerals when exposed to the 
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leaching action of meteoric waters, and the action 
of gases in the atmosphere undergo chemical changes 
causing the formation of new minerals. In considera-
tion of these factors it is, therefore, not strange 
that the minerals found with sedimentary rocks seem 
to differ decidedly from those encountered in igneous 
rocks. Then admitting those minerals mentioned under 
Igneous Hocks and adding the minerals of secondary 
origin, this should give the minerals that might be 
expected in sedimentary rocks. 
CALCIT3 
When any igneous mineral containing lime 
disintegrates as a result of weathering, the lime 
combines with the carbonic acid gas of the atmos-
phere forming carbonate of lime. This is an elemen-
tary chemical equation involving a double reaction: 
G02 + E20 —*-H2C03 
HgCOg-f. Ga(0H)2—*-CaC03 -+- 2H20 
This resultant CaCO*, carbonate of lime is very 
soluble in water and is transported by streams to be 
later deposited. The mineral Calcite is crystallized 
carbonate of lime. It is softer than glass, having 
a hardness according to Hoh's Scale of Hardness of 3. 
It occurs in any variety of colors, cleaves with 
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facility into rhombohedral "blocks, and effervesces 
violently with any strong acid. The large crystals 
resemble quartz in appearance "but can easily "be dis-
tinguished "by their inferior hardness. However, this 
mineral occurs in various forms. The great "bulk oc-
curring in limestone in which it is found as a fine 
crystalline mass. 
DOLOMITE 
Dolomite, Ca Mg (C03)2, is a carbonate 01 lime 
and magnesia and very closely resembles calcite. 
The physical properties of the two are identical 
and they can only be distinguished by the fact that 
dolomite will not react with cold acids as calcite, 
but will react with hot acids. It occurs in great 
beds resembling the limestone beds. 
GYPSUM 
Gypsum or Selenite, a hydrous calcium sul-
phate, CaS0^2Hp0, is very soft and can be scratched 
with the thumb nail. When in the pure crystallized 
form, it is, as a rule, of dazzling white color and 
is known as Alabaster, 
KAOLItf 
Kaolin is an aluminum silicate, HPAlo3io0_.. 
•' 
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It is formed on the decomposition of the feldspars. 
The soluble parts are removed by circulating waters, 
leaving a fine, white, plastic material which is the 
Kaolin. where this Kaolin has "been washed by streams 
and redeposited; as, just below the Pall Line in 
Georgia, it is known as Sedimentary Kaolin. The dis-
tinction being that here it occurs in huge beds that 
have been deposited by stream action rather than en 
situ as in the northern part of the state. Kaolinite 
is generally considered the base of all clays. 
In the following list of sedimentary rocks 
only the most important ones will be mentioned, 
SANDSTONE 
There are many types of sandstones, and as a 
result there are many desirable for building pur-
poses and many that are undesirable. The particles 
that are borne along by the streams and deposited 
by the decrease in velocity upon entering larger 
bodies oi water are sorted or gradiated immediately. 
The coarse particles will be deposited first, and 
the fine silt will be carried for a considerable 
distance before it is dropped. Due to changing condi-
tions the ocean bed is built up of alternating strata 
ranging irom coarse to fine deposits and back again, 
and as a result of this, very few sandstone "beds are 
of any great thickness. Either they grade into shale 
or a conglomerate. However, after the sand itself 
has been consolidated into sandstone there are many 
factors affecting its worth as a building material, 
chief of which are: 
a. The mineral character of the individual 
grains 
b. The size and shape of the grains 
c« The arrangement of the grains within the 
rocks 
d. The nature of the cementing material 
between grains. 
Considering the first, the mineral character of 
the grains, particles of Quartz are the most predominant 
although Feldspar occurs frequently to a large extent. 
In some regions this is so pronounced that the sand-
stones are divided into ireldspathic and Non-feldspathic 
groups. A feldspathic stone, on account of the high 
feldspar content is not desirable as a building stone 
for it weathers easily and soon crumbles. However, 
there are exceptions to this where the cementing mat-
erial is such as to protect the feldspar grains from 
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the action oi the weather. Likewise, there are 
exceptions to the desirability of the quartz sand-
stones, particularly where they are so hard that 
they cannot he worked without great expense. ^hen 
mica occurs in a sandstone it is generally found 
bedded in strata which will have a tendency to cause 
a crack at this point. This is not due to the weather-
ing of the mica so much as it is to the fact that on 
being deposited the ilat flakes lie parallel to the 
bedding and the cementing material and cannot form a 
good bond across these flakes with the result there is 
an inherent weak ĵlace liable to split when put under 
any strain, 
Considering the size and shape of the grains, it 
is obvious that grains that have been transported long 
distances will be smaller and more rounded than those 
which have only been carried short distances, A stone 
having rounded grains is more easily worked than one 
having angular grains, but the latter has more strength 
The arrangement of the grains within the rock is 
important for where there is a mixture of coarse and 
fine grains there will be a tendency for the different 
size particles to be arranged in layers which will 
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result in a pronounced tendency to split along these 
layers. 
The nature of the cementing material is just as 
important as the nature of the grains themselves. The 
material may consist of silica, calcium carbonate, 
iron oxide, or clay. Sandstones are generally divided 
according to this cementing matrix into groups; i.e., 
the siliceous, calcareous, ferruginous, and argillaceous. 
Siliceous sandstones have the highest strength, 
but on account of their hardness and difficulty of 
working are very seldom used. 
Calcareous sandstones are soft, easily worked, 
but weather rapidly especially in districts where 
there is much smoke. This is due to the reaction of 
the calcium carbonate matrix with dissolved acids 
in the atmosphere. 
ferruginous sandstones are somewhat harder than 
the calcareous stones, and once were used a great 
deal for town dwellings. They are of a red or brown 
color, and sometimes are known to the trade as bed-
stone or Brownstone. 
Argillaceous sandstones weather easily. This is 
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due to their high absorption oi water which makes 
them spall quickly under frost action, 
Other sandstones which consist almost entirely 
of mineral grains with very little "bond material have 
variable properties, and no definite conclusions can 
be set down on the groups as a whole, 
Sandstones occur in almost any color, some even 
being bright blues anc violets, 
CONGLOMERATE 
Conglomerates are formed in the same manner as 
sandstones, the difference "beinp. in the size of the 
particles. Generally these particle; are rounded 
pebbles indicating their water transportation. In 
fact this is the sole distinguishing point between 
a Conglomerate and a Breccia, The particles are 
about the same size as those found in a Conglomer-
ate, but in a l̂ reccia they are angular indicating 
their deposition by glacier action rather than stream 
transportation. 
CLAY AND SHAL3 
As mentioned under Xaolins, this mineral con-
stitutes the base oi all clays, and with certain 
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other minerals makes up the entire "body when mixed 
with sand, lime and other impurities. Clay beds which 
have hardened during the passage of time become shales, 
With the exception oi the use of adobe clay or gumbo 
in arid climates for building purposes these materials 
cannot be considered as building materials unless as 
the raw material for brick, 
LIMESTONE 
Limestone is a rock composed almost entirely of 
calcium carbonate. This mineral is brought in solu-
tion by streams to sea waters where, in the majority 
of cases, it has been extracted by minute organisms 
and then redeposited as calcareous body parts, shells, 
etc. Which ultimately became consolidated into rock. 
A limestone consisting oi pure calcium carbonate is 
very rare as it would require that the water in which 
the limestone was deposited should be free for a con-
siderable time of turbidity. As a result we find that 
limestones are classed, as were sandstones, according 
to the ranking impurity present. This gives rise to 
the arenaceous limestone containing sand; the argilla-
ceous limestone which contains clay; the ferruginous 
limestone containing some iron oxide; and bituminous 
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limestone, .another division which really sets up an-
other stone is where soue of the calcium has "been 
replaced by magnesia giving rise to a dolomite limestone. 
As alre-dy mentioned under sedimentary minerals the 
dolomite is similar in every respect to the calcite 
limestone except that it wili not react to cold acids. 
Other divisions are Oolithic limestone which consists 
oi an aggregate of small spherical concretions; Litho-
graphic limestone which is a dolomite with some clay 
used in lithographic work and which is found in Bavaria; 
and Hydraulic Limestone, a stone containing some clay 
which upon "being "burned gives a cement that will set 
under water, 
Arenaceous limestone generally occur in thin 
beds and were at one time much used for flag stones. 
irerruginous limestone may contain the iron as 
carbonates, oxides or sulphides. Generally this 
mineral darkens tne tone of the stone. 
Bituminous limestone contains some "bitumen of 
orgainic origin contemporary with the consolidation 
of the stone. It gives a very dark color that is 
not uniiormily distributed, 
£6 
Limestones occur mostly in greys, "but can be 
obtained in almost any color desired, 
CHALK 
Chalk is a very fine-grained, friable limestone 
composed of shells of minute sea animals known as 
foraminiferai 
TRA VERT IKS 
Travertine is a deposit of calcium formed by 
springs. It is much used for interior trim, The 
Roman or Italian Travertine is perhaps the best 
known. 
MARL 
Marl is a loose earth material and as a rule 
is composed of a carbonate mixed with clay in various 
proportions. In Georgia there are many marls composed 
entirely oi lossil sea shells cemented together with 
a siliceous or carbonate matrix. It makes a very good 
interior trim and is known as Georgia Travertine, 
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Ld'HAl.lORttilO LLajZzinLS Atii* .(OUXCS 
1 Letamorpiiic rocks are rocks which have undergone 
some physical or chemical changes subsequent to their 
original formation. This change is generally brougnt 
about "by heat and pressure resulting from diastropic 
disturbances in the earth's crust. As a result new 
minerals are formed, physical readjustment of mineral 
particles takes place, and a new rock is formed regard-
less of whether it was once of igneous or sedimentary 
origin. Such a rock is known as a metamorphic one, 
Although there are many minerals which result 
from metarnorphism, practically all of them have been 
mentioned in the list of minerals under igneous rocks, 
and need not be relisted here. 
GNEISS 
Gneiss generally refers to a metamorphised granite. 
In the strict sense of the word it is a metamorphic 
rock composed essentially of quartz, feldspar and mica. 
The quartz and feldspar occur together in layers which 
are separated from each other by thin bands oi mica, 
This banded appearance is characteristic of metamorphic 
rocks as the pressure under which the original rocks 
are subjected cuases the like minerals to segregate 
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together in thin layers. Usually gneisses are light 
in color, "but they vary according to the accessory 
minerals. As a result there are bioti te-gneiss, horn-
blende-gneiss, granite-gneiss, diorite-^neiss, etc, 
It is possible for gneisses to have been formed from 
sedimentary rocks where the metamorphic action has 
been very intense, 
QUARTIZITE 
^uartizite is the result of intense metamorphism 
of siliceous ssndstone, The grains have been pressed 
very close together, and the mass has become exceed-
ingly hard and breaks with a splintery or conchoidal 
fracture, iilthoû h it takes a very high polish, it is 
not much used on account of the high" cost of working it, 
kICA-SCHIST 
Mica-schist is composed of essentially mica and 
quartz, and though very abundant, lias no use as build-
ing stones. Due to the cleavage planes of the mica 
all being arranged in the same direction, the rock 
gives a very schistose appearance and as a rule con-
tains many of tne accessory minerals; as, garnet, 
staurolie, epidote, etc, 
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SLATiJS 
Slates are very fine-grained rocks which, exhibit 
a very marked cleavage in one direction which permits 
them to he split into thin sheets. They are formed "by 
the intense metamorpnism of shales. Strong lateral 
pressure is what gives them their slaty cleavage and 
as a result this cleavage has no relation to the ori-
ginal "bedding planes. These rocks occur in any number 
of colors, the most common being a dra"b or grey. 
MARBLE 
Marble in the correct sense is a fine, even aggre-
gate of calcite crystals produced "by the metamorphism 
of a limestone. Many stones capable of taking a high 
finish are commercially referred to as marbles, but a 
true marble is the product of intense heat and pressure 
on limestone. Pure marble is white in color, but very 
few deposits are found where there have not been some 
impurities present which have resulted in color changes, 
As a result there are found marbles of almost any color, 
with varied clouding and banded effects. The size of 
the crystal of calcite vary just as the color giving 




Just as metamorphism converted a granite into 
a laminated gneiss, so other igneous rocks "by the 
same action have been converted into what is known as 
the crystalline schists. These are often used ior 
flag stones, 
SERPENTINE 
Those minerals that make up the heaviest and 
darkest of the igneous rocks as the Greenstones under 
metamorphic action, are converted into a softer green 
mineral known as serpentine. Serpentine has a greasy, 
wax-like luster and is about 6 in hardness. Luring 
transformation this mineral is often shot through with 
veins of calcite which give it a very pleasing appear-
ance, Slabs of this are known on the market as Verde 
Antique or Ophiolite and are much used for interior 
trim and outside finish as well, 
TALC 
Talc is a very soft mineral that occurs massive 
and as crystals. The massive form is known commer-
cially as soapstone and has varied uses. It is found 
in the same sections as serpentine, and is very much 
like it in appearance. 
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Altnoupn the main rocks have been covered there 
still remains a group that has not "been included and 
which iinds a use particularly in the ornamental stonesi 
These are tne cave and vein deposits which are mostly 
the result of precipitation from underground waters, 
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VBIfl AND WAESR HJPOSIT.SD ROCXS 
TH3 OITYX MARBLES 
As already mentioned in the weathering of lime-
stones, rain water "becomes charged with the carbon 
dioxide in the air forming dilute carbonic acid which, 
on being absorbed in limestone regions attacks the 
limestone carrying off calcium carbonate in solution. 
This water on entering fissures or caves of any size, 
upon evaporation, precipitates the calcium carbonate 
where it forms deposits. In caves the deposits hang-
ing pendant from the roof are known as stalctites, 
and accumulating deposits rising from the floor are 
known as stalagmites. This action continues until 
the entire cave is filled, and the resulting stone 
is known as cave onyx. Likewise, hot springs forcing 
their way up from below may give rise to the same 
formations. In this case the deposits are known as 
Travertine which has already been mentioned under 
the head of Sedimentary Rock. 
VARICES Oi1 SILICA 
Many cavities, veins, etc., are often filled 
with quartz. Generally these deposits are of the 
white quarts but often they are of rose quartz, 
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amethyst quartz, smoky quartz, etc., and when a de-
posit is found with these varieties intermingled it is 
mined and used for interior trim, 
Chalcedony is a mixture 01 crystallized and 
amporphous quartz and occurs in various colors. One 
variety is "blood stone. 
Jasper is a cryptocrystolline variety of quartz, 
generally colored yellow to red. where it occurs in 
beds of sufficient size, it finds use as a "building and 
ornamental stone. 
Agate, onyx, and sardonyx are similar to chalce-
dony in structure and are generally laminated showing 
their precipitation from silica-hearing underground 
waters. They only have use as ornamental stones. 
MALACHITE AND AZURIT3 
These two minerals are compounds of copper, car-
bonic acid and water. Malachite is green in color, 
and Azurite is blue. According to Mohfs Scale of 
Hardness they are about 4,5, They are formed by the 
decomposition of copper ores wnich have been rede-
posited by meteoric waters in the form of carbonates, 
They have a wavy, banded appears nee and find use for 
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interior trim and ornamental work, 
It might "be well to mention that most of the 
material filling veins is crystalline and contains 
many minerals* Host of the gold that hs s "been found 
in Georgia has been in water-deposited quartz veins. 
According to parks in the Lake Superior region 
gangue material of pink and white c-lcite containing 
filaments of native silver and threads of silver ores 
have been used for interior trim, 
Other stones used for ornamental work are: Jade, 
a dark green stone which is generally regarded as a 
gem stone; Lapislazuli, a hard "blue stone of wnich 
there are limited vein deposits in crystalline form 
in Graves Mountain, Lincoln County, Georgia; Turquoise, 
a blue gem stone; Meerschaum, a composition very simi-
lar to talc; amber, a fossil vegetable rosin; Fossil 
wood, such a? occurs in the Petrified Forest of Arizona 
where it is a silica replacement of varied'colors; 
Volcanic Tuff which has been cemented together and is 
sometimes used as a building stone and Field stones 
It Building and Ornamental Stones of Canada, Parks; 
p, 34 
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which are very common in areas that have "been sub-
jected to glaciers and ice sheets. Also might be 
mentioned the shell deposits that have "been cemented 
together artificially, as well as naturally, to form 
a "building material that is peculiar to the coast of 
Georgia knovin as Tabby. The shells used are generally 
oyster shells obtained from the large shell mounds 
found along the coast, 
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STRUCTURAL AilD GEOLOGIC i^ATUHBS AjjgCSIgg TEA USES 
QL STONES 
Those deposits previously mentioned as "being 
formed in veins and cavities will be omitted in this 
discussion and only those three main divisions of rocks, 
the igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic will "be 
considered. 
As has been pointed out, the igneous rocks are 
those which have consolidated from molten magma, the 
rate of cooling determining the texture oi the rock, 
Granites are iormed on the whole from lenticular masses 
consolidated deep within the earth's crust. The por-
phyries occur in sheet-like masses filling fissures 
in older rocks. Lavas are those masses which have 
consolidated on the surface of the ground, 
Considering the granites as being formed in deep 
seated deposits it ie observed that all extensive de-
posits of granite nave a dome-shaped appearance after 
the removal of the overburden, and there is a tendency 
for the rock to be formed in radial layers from the 
center to the outside. Stone Mountain, Georgia, ex-
hibits this shape and tendency and is a good example 
of what is known as a batholithic boss. The term 
batholithic referring to ita deep-seated origin and 
boss referring to its dome shape. Quoting Parks , 
"Dale in nis report on the Granites of Maine sums 
up his observations on 100 quarries in Maine as 
follows: 
1« 'There is a general parallelism between the 
sheets and the rock surface, resulting in a 
wave-like structure and surface over large 
areas. 
2, The sheets increase in thickness more or less 
gradually downward. In the coarse-grained 
granites of Crotch and Hurricane Islands the 
increase is abrupt. 
3, The sheets are generally lenses, though in 
some places their form is obscure. Their 
thick and thin parts alternate vertically 
with one another. The joints thst separate 
these superposed lenses, therefore, undulate 
in such a way that only every other set is 
parallel. 
4, On Crotch Island the sheet structure extends 
to a deptn 01 at least 140 feet from the 
surface, 
5, There are indications here and there that the 
granite is urider compressive strain, wnich tends 
to lorm vertical fissures or to e>;pan<3 the sheets 
so as to fill up small artificial fissures,' 
"Dale's summary of the possible causes of the sheet 
structure is as follows: 
1. 'To expansion caused by solar heat after the 
exposure of the granite to erosion, 
1, Building and Ornamental Stones of Canada, Parks; 
p. 36 
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2, To contraction in cooling oi the granite while 
it was still under its load oi sedimentary 
"beds, the sheets "being, therefore, approximately 
parallel to the original contact surface oi the 
intrusive, 
3, To expansive stresses or tensile strain "brought 
about "by the diminution o± the compressive stress 
in consequence oi the removal of the overlying 
material« 
4, To concentric weathering due to original texture 
or mineral composition, 
5, To compressive strain akin to that which has 
operated in the lolding oi the sedimentary beds. 
6, To the cause named under 1 at the surface, hut 
to tne cause named under 5 lower down.'" 
Jointing, which is that parting of the stone per-
pendicular to the "bedding plane, is found in granite, 
and is not desirable since where the joints are too close 
together it makes it impossible to get out dimension 
stone. Likewise, where the planes are on too great an 
angla it makes quarrying difficult, Where the joints 
are extremely close together, it is reierred to as a 
heading, A heading may continue quite a way down into 
the rock, and then it may pass out in a relatively 
short distance, frequently faults are encountered 
with their resultant slickensidee, A fault occurs 
where there has been a displacement either up or down 
of one section of rock relative to the other. Along 
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the fault line, the line ol movement, the particles of 
rock are crushed xine ;. iving a slick polished surface, 
This is known as a slickenside and indicates the fault 
line along which displacement took place, Along joints 
are often iound small cracks radiating from the main 
joint. These are called subjoints, Most volcanic rocks 
have a characteristic tendency for the joints to cleave 
the mass into polygonal columns, 
Although the joints and sheet structure more or 
less divide the granite up into "blocks, there are cleav-
age tendencies that are taken advantage of in quarrying 
and working this stone. That direction in which the 
granite splits with the greatest e;::se is called the 
"rift," At right angles to the direction of rift runs 
the "grain" in which direction the stone splits almost 
as easily. That direction perpendicular to "both the riit 
and the grain is known as the "head", and in this direc-
tion it is almost impossible to split the stone. As 
found in the quarry, the rift is approximately hori-
zontal or vertical. irfhen found horizontal it is gener-
ally parallel to the sheet structure planes. This 
qualification is î ade as the riit oiten occurs at 
right angles or at some other angle to the sheet struc-
ture, The fact that close examination shows that the 
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rift is parallel to the flattened mineral particles, and 
the grain which is at right angles to it occurs in the 
direction of elongation tends to show that these quali-
ties are dependent on subsequent pressures applied to 
the rock mass after consolidation. Where this subse-
quent pressure has "been exerted to such an extent that 
the rock has "become metamorphised, the mineral consti-
tuents will "be found in laminations which are charac-
teristic of gneisses, 
As already mentioned, those magnas which con-
solidated in fissures would "be porphries due to the 
finer crystallization of others. Dykes are fissure 
deposits more resistant than the country rock and where 
exposed in the mould of the fissure after extensive 
erosion form a wall or dyke, 
The surface flows, or volcanic rocks, as pre-
viously mentioned, have a typical polygonal jointing 
and are generally glassy, ropy, or pneumatic in 
appearance. 
/ill of the structural features mentioned for 
granite can "be applied to the other igneous rocks a« 
they are of similar origin and differ only in mineral 
constiuents, 
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The sedimentary rocks, also known as the strati-
fied rocks or series were originally laid down in a 
horizontal position. The strata v ry in thickness 
ana in composition. Where the strata are thin and the 
stone varies from conglomerate to limestone to shale to 
sandstone, etc, there can "be no "building stone, for 
quarryin. operations ior any one particular stone would 
be too expensive, and tnen again the si^e of the stone 
would not justify exploitation. As a rule limestones 
are found in the tickest "beds as they are generally 
formed in deep water not subject to change as shore 
deposits, and also they are formec fro.ii material wnich 
has "been precipitated and taken out of solution rather 
then irom matter held in suspension "by littoral cur-
rents. As fine material in suspension more nearly ap-
proach a colloidal condition than coarse material, the 
S-iale deposits are more extensive than the sandstone 
and conglomerate deposits. After the layers of material 
were deposited, t̂ ey later "became separated "by planes of 
parting, or beddin~ planes. I(1or dimension building stone, 
.it is desirable that the bedding planes should not be 
too close together as the stone will split along these 
planes with little provocation. Where a sedimentary 
stone parts in other than a bedding plane, it is gener-
ally due to the shearing action of the load on top of 
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it and in this case the parting is known as a cleavage 
plane, 
nhen a sedimentary stone undergoes shrinkage due 
to contraction and expansion vertical parting penerally 
in two directions, takes place. These are joints, and 
the same comments used under igneous rocks apply here. 
Although jointing roughly divides the stones into large 
blocks making quarrying easier, it is not desirable as 
it causes excessive waste. 
It is very seldom that sedimentary rocks are found 
in horizontal position as they were first deposited. 
The beds are generally contorted, so that erosion has 
laid bare the whole series of strata for considerable 
depth. The angle which the bed makes with the horizon-
tal is kno'An as the angle of dip, and the compass 
direction in which an inclined bed cuts the horizontal 
is known as the strike. The strike is always at right 
angles to the direction of dip. For example, suppose 
a bed inclines from the horizontal 20° in a Northwest 
direction, then the upturned edge which breaks ground 
must run at right angles to this or in a Southwest 
direction. This bed would be recorded as Strike— 
Sou-thwest; Dip—20° Northwest, This is of value as 
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one traveling perpendicular to the strike direction 
can inspect all oi the strata exposed of that parti-
cular fold. 
Although not mentioned under granite, the follow-
ing might "bo applied to it and all stone. Surface 
deposits generally have little value for as a rule 
they contain much sap stone which means that they 
have "been discolored "by percolating waters, and in 
addition have undergone some deterioration as well as 
spalling and cracking. Therefore, valuable commercial 
stone is obtained only from depostis of sufficient 
depth to have "been protected from weathering agents. 
The metamorphic rocks are found in only those 
localitites which have been subject to great strain 
and alteration. 
As previously mentioned, gneisses and crystalline 
schists, the metamorphic equivalents of igneous rocks, 
have a typical banded structure due to mineral segre-
gation and naturally split easily along these lamina-
tions. Due to much contortion these rocks are often 
jointed as the result of tensile strains. 
Marble, the metamorphic component of limestone, 
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is generally found in narrow deposits associated with 
dykes, gneisses, slates and eruptive deposits. Al-
though all original planes of parting have "been obli-
terated by subsequent action, these original charac-
teristics affect the quality of the stone and its ease 
of quarrying. Marble deposits generally conform to 
the contortion ol the original strata and are often 
fissured, 
• * 
Slate deposits represent that part of an original 
shale deposit that has been under the greatest strain 
in the folding of the earth's crust, They generally 
run parallel to the chief axis of mountain chains and 
as a result are generally narrow but of some length, 
The slate cleavage is along the axis of the deposit, 
and these planes of cleavage are generally vertical 
or on high angles nearly perpendicular to the original 
bedding planes as a result of the intense pressure 
that was applied at right angles to the deposit, 
Slates are frequently jointed and the joint planes 
run across the strike at right angles to the cleavage 
planes, 
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HEQUISITiSS OF BUILDING STONES 
As structural stone Is employed for so many pur-
poses, no one characteristic can "be regarded as para-
mount, Bridge piers would call for high, crushing stress 
rather than uniformity of color wjiich might he most de-
sirable for interior trim, However, generally speaking, 
the characteristics that must he considered in choosing 




4. Cost of ..forking 
Although some of those characteristics might he 
considered as corollary to each other, they can he 
considered as separately* 
STRENGTH 
In all building work it is good engineering prac-
tice to use material with a factor of safety sufficient 
to take care of any overloads that might possibly be 
applied to the structure above designed condition?. As 
in other building materials it is important to know the 
compressive strength, transverse strength, and modulus 
of elasticity of the stone to used. 
Formerly there was a great deal of stress laid upon 
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the crushing strength of a stone. However, there are 
very few stones even of the poorest grades that would 
have a crushing strength so low as to make them unsafe, 
Watson-*- states, "It is now generally agreed that a stone 
possessing a compressive stress of 600 pounds per square 
inch is sufficiently strong for all ordinary "building 
purposes. J.lerrill'' gives the following summary of tests 
on American stones: 
Stone Ultimate Stress in Lbs. per Sq. In, 
Ilaximum Minimum Average 
Granite, 100 tests . . .28,000 6,117 17,000 
Limestones, 80 tests . .25,000 3,55u 14,000 
Sandstones, 132 tests , .20,000 1,149 8,500 
The above results indicating that any of the above stone 
would be safe for building purposes as far as compressive 
loads are concerned. However, there are exceptions met 
with where there are excessive loadp placed at one point 
as a result of moving loads as met with in railway tres-
sel pier construction, As a general thing it will be 
found that stones having a high compressive stress are 
more compact, and as a result, more durable than those 
stones having a lower compressive strength. However, 
there are exceptions, and durability should always 
be separately determined rather than accepting compres-
sive test results as a puage of this quality, 
1. Report on Granites and Gneisses of Georgia, ̂ atson; p. 52 
2. Stones for Buildings and Decorations, Merrill; p.65 
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The transverse strength of a stone is its ability 
to act as a simple beam with two point suspension loaded 
at some point with a concentrated load. There is no 
direct relationship "between compressive strength and 
transverse strength as the latter will vary as to whether 
the beam is loaded on edge or flat. Its most important 
use is in figuring the size of a lintel in a door to 
carry a certain load, 
The modulus of elasticity is an arbitrary quality 
arrived at by mathematical equation expressing a rela-
tionship between load per square inch and unit defor-
mation for that load, 
COLOR 
Although color is not as important as strength or 
durability, it is generally given first attention in 
picking a building stone. To the average layman stone 
is stone, the differences are mostly in color. However, 
as color is determined by mineral constituents it is well 
to consider the use to which a stone is going to be put 
before deciding upon the color, A stone easily discolored 
and stained by smoke wouldn't do for a railway depot, and 
neither should granite having a dull cast be used for 
building purposes as this indicates that extensive weath-
ering cf the feldspar hae already taken place, 
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Fine-grained stones, of even texture, and solid color 
generally are the most desirable for building purposes. 
For interior trim though, variegated colors are often de-
sirable in a stone to "break the monotony of the flat color 
generally met with on the walls and ceiling of buildings, 
DURABILITY 
No stone that cannot stand up under atmospheric 
conditions and last during the designed life of the 
structure should be used, regardless of its color or 
ease of working, Durability is a resultant of several 
properties such as, chemical composition, porosity, 
hardness, and other inherent characteristics. Although 
the true test oi durability is actual service, it is 
sometimes difficult to find a criterior for judging the 
durability oi a stone. According to Merill's observa-
tions on buildings in He?. York the average life of a 
stone in that climate; i.e., period before repairs are 
necessary, is approximately as follows: 
Stone Life in years 
Coarse brown stone « « « . . . « , . , • 5 to 15 
Fine laminated brown stone . . . . . . . 20 to 50 
Compact brown stone « « • « « . « « • .100 to 200 
Coarse fossiliferous limestone . • . . . £0 to .40 
Fine oolitic limestone . . . . . . . . . 30 to 40 
Marble, fine dolomitic . . . . . . . . . 60 to 80 
Marble, fine 50 to 100 
Granite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 to 200 
Gneiss . « . « • « . . . . « . « . . , . 50 to infinity 
1. Stone for Building and Decoration, Merill; p. 453 
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Durability may "be divided up into two general 
heads, the durability of color, and the general dura-
bility of the stone. Very few stonet; hold their original 
color after weathering for a while. Some take on a mel-
low look which improves their appearance while others, 
due to minerals, discolor badly, or take on a dull flat 
appearance. Perhaps the greatest discoloring agent en-
countered in a stone is unoxidized ferrous salts. Chief 
of these are marcasite and pyrite which upon oxidation 
result in unsightly yellow and brown splotches. Their 
presence can be determined by chemical analysis or by 
stimulating extreme weathering conditions artificially 
by the uee of acid vapors. Limestones upon weathering 
generally take on a more mellow appearance, while gran-
ites due to the changing of the feldspars to kaolin will 
take on a Hat, clayey appearance. However, this chanpe 
is very gradual and would require a gre^t many years. 
GENERAL DURABILITY 
The dictionary definition of durability can be 
summed up in one word, "endurance," and this is what is 
to be considered under the head of general durability, 
As a general rule, a stone to be used for interior trim 
does not have to be as durable as a stone used for out-
side construction. Likewise, a lintel would not have 
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to possess the same wear res istance as a threshold, 
Therefore, any results concerning durability can only 
be of general value in regard to the suitability of a 
stone unless the class of ser- ice for which it is to 
be used is kno%An, 
There is no one test other than time for determining 
the durability of a stone. As previously mentioned under 
the head of "Strength", the compressive stress cannot be 
taken as a gauge of durability although often used as 
such, and neither can the practice be condoned for 
measuring durability by observing the changes produced 
in rocks by the passage of geologic time. Parks quotes 
Hirschwald on the commission appointed by the Prussian 
Government in 1910 for investigating this: "Such obser-
vations cannot be used, for 
1, The alterations produced in stone by the agent 
acting in the crust of the earth are not com-
parable with those caused by the action of the 
atmosphere on stone placed in a building, 
2, Changes are produced in the course of the 
geological ages which cannot possibly be 
effected in the length of time that a build-
ing stands, 
3, The obtaining of a measure of the time nec-
essary for the distinct alteration to appear 
in a building stone and for the time required 
for the alteration to proceed through different 
stages is not assisted at all by observations 
on geological weathering," 
1, Building and Ornamental Stones of Canada, Parks; p, 57 
2, Bautechnische Gesteinuntersuchugen, Hirschwald; p, 1 
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The lolloping teste are those outlined "by Parks as 
usually conducted for obtaining the durability oi stones: 
Microscopic examination 
Determination of the weight oi the stone 
Determination oi specific gravity 
Determination of porosity 
Determination ol frost resisting properties 
Determination 01 the softening affect of water 
Determination of the effect of corrosive srases 
Determination of the effect of extreme heat 
As it is the purpose of this report to deal almost 
entirely with the durability oi Georgia stones, additional 
teste have been added and previous test methods have been 
improved upon with the help of the State Department of 
Geology, and the Bureau of Standards of the Department 
of Commerce. 
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PART I I 
GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THK SEATS OF GEORGIA 
By consulting the Geological Outline Lap on Page 
52 "b, it will "be seen that the state is divided roughly 
into three distinct areas* Starting from the coast 
and working inland are found the Coastal Plain, the 
Crystalline Belt and the Paleozoic Area. There are 
well defined boundaries of demarcation "between each 
area and each differs from the other in regard to age, 
kind of rock, and topography, 
Running from Augusta through to Columbus i? seen 
a boundary separating the Coastal Plain from the Crystal-
line Belt known as tne Pall Line. This is an irregular 
contact formed by the overlapping oi the Coastal sedi-
ments on the upturned and highly tilted strata of ancient 
crystalline rocks. Likewise, in the Northwest portion of 
the state the boundary between the Paleozoic and Crystal-
line area? is well defined by what ie known ae the Carters-
ville Fault, These Geologic divisions can further be 
subdivided according to physiographic divisions. By con-
sulting the Physiographic Map on Page 53b, it will be seen 
that the Crystalline belt includes that part of the Pied-
mont Plateau and that part of the Appalachian fountains 
found in the state, Also, it will be noted that the 
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PLATE I 
GEOLOGICAL OUTLINE MAP OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA 
After W. 3. Yeates 
Coastal Plain F = ) Crystalline Belt &&& 
Paleozoic Group VyyA Fault Line E~ I 
Southern Fall Line 
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Paleozoic Group includes that part of the Appalachian 
Valley and the Cumberland Plateau found in the state, 
All of the granites are found in the Piedmont Plateau 
while in the Appalachian Highlands are found the highly 
contorted gneisses and crystallized limestones, now 
marble. In that section near the Cartersville Fault 
are found slate deposits and those limestones that have 
commercial possibilities are found in the Cumberland 
Plateau. In tne Coastal Plain are found shallow lime-
stone deposits, extensive kaolin deposits which are oi 
sedimentary origin, sand deposits, marl, fuller's earth 
and peat deposits, 
The accompanying illustration will ehow how definite 
the contact is between the Coastal Plain and the Crystal-
line Belt, and will also illustrate the different charac-
teristics of the rocks. 
e. Piedmont Plateau a, b, c, d, Coastal ^lain 
a, Columbia Sands b, Lafayette Sano, Gravel and Clay 
c. Tertiary £ands, Clays, Marls and Limestones 
d. Cretaceous Sands, Clays, Marie, and Limestones 
e. Crystalline Rocks as Gneiss, Granite and Schists 
PLATE II 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA 
After Thomas L. Watson 
Cumberland Plateau I MM 1 1 Appalachian Valley II I 1 I I 1 
Appalachian Mountains K ^ M Piedmont Plateau Y///A 
Coastal Plain 1 J 
In studying the areas adjacent to the Carterr-
ville Fault a map of that section showing the location 
of the principal marble deposits will indicate clearly 
that the age of these deposits is contemporaneous with 
that of the fault. On page 74b such a map is shown, 
and it will be noted that the deposits run parallel 
to the fault line. Likewise plotting the slate de-
posits of the state on the same map it will be noted 
that these deposits also run parallel to the fault line, 
Therefore, as both slate and marble are products of in-
tense diastrophic action, being metamorphic rocks, it is 
reasonable to assume, especially considering their posi-
tion in relation to the fault line, that they are of the 
same geologic age as the Cartersville Fault, 
Although all estimates oi age in regard to rock 
are relative, Georgia possesses rocks which ^ere part of 
the earth's original crust. These rockr known as pre-
Cambrian compose the crystalline belt. Cooke, LaForge, 
Keith and Campbell of the United State Geolofical Sur-
vey did much work on the rhysicul Geography of Georgia 
and quoting them , "The Geology of Georgia is as diver-
sified as itc topography. The rocks of the state 
1, Georgia Geology Survey, Bulletin IIo, 42, Physiorraphy 
of State of Georgia, Cooke, Campbell, Keith and LalPorg 
p. 42 
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include classes Igneous (chiefly granites), Metacaorphic 
(schist, gneiss, marble, etc.) and Sedimentary (sand 
or sandstone, clay, shale, limestone). They range in 
age from recent to ancient (Archean)," The table on 
Pages 56, 57 and 58 compiled by them in 1925 gives all 
the formation? found in the state, their age, and litho-
graphic form, 
An examination of the map on Page 55c will give 
some idea at to the extent and distribution of the 
various rocks throughout the state, 
The geology of the stone-producing portion of the 
state is rather difficult because of the age of the 
formations, Thes~ formations have been so contorted 
and changed by dystrophic action that much has to be 
surmised, which with younper formations could easily be 
ascertained. The illustration of a specimen oi Lithonia 
granite-gneiss on rlate IV illustrates this subsequent 




THE GEOLOGIC AND TOPOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS OF GEORGIA 
After 





Upper Cretaceous Kft-foifrl Pennsylvania!! 
Cambrian - Miss. HlHllllllll Metamorphic 0 
Pre-Cambrian Granite 
IV^J 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS OF OEORflfA 
**§& 
Devonian 
S i l u r i a n 






E a s t B a s i n 
l o w e r 
u p i i e r 
Midd le 
*Vppl. V a l l e y 
Highland 
Lower 
FORMATION 'RETAILING LITHOLOGY 
H i g h l a n d 
Archean 
Arauchee C h e r t 50-100 f t . Bedded c h e r t , r u s 
Chickamauga Limestone 
1000-1500 ft 
Rockmart S h a l e 1200 -3000 ' 
Chickaiaauga LS 100-200 f t , 
Knox Dolomite 3000-5000« 
Conasauea Form.1000-4000' 
Rone Form. 700-35C0 ft. 
Apison Shale 1000 ft. 
Cartarsville Form. 600 ft 
Kottoly Q.uartzite 200 ft, 
Shaay L i m e s t o n e GCO-UOO 
V e i s n c r G u n r t z i t e 2CCC-5000 
Andrews S c h i s t 50-3C0 f t 
Murphy Marb l e 50-300 f t 
V a l l e y Town Forni 1200 -2000 ' 
B r a s s t o w n S c h i s t 12CC-1500' 
T u c q u i t e e q u a r t 2 i t o 2 0 - 6 0 0 ' 
ITa r t aha la S l a t e 1000-2000* 
Oyeat Smoky F o r n . 5 0 0 0 - 6 5 0 0 ' 
Hiwassee Slate 1500-1800' 






Blue LS with beds of shale 
Black with SS and Conglomerat 
Thick be<-:s gray dolomite 
Olive clay shales thin L! 
Variegated SS and shale 
Sericitic schist and 38 
Massive white Quartsite 
Calcareous schist and Iron 
Massive white and "blue marble 
Mice schist.garnet and quartz 
Mica shcist biotite xls. 
White glassy quartz!te 
Black or gray banded slate 
Massive gritty SS, graywhacke 
oongl.slate and mica schist 
Lark slate and IS conglomerat 
Dark Phyllite and schist 
with LS and quartzite 
Quartz conal. and mica schist 
Massive light colored, micaS! 
Altered to gneiss and schists 
Hornblende G and S with gabbr 
Massive banded mica gneiss 
mica schist, garnets,cyanlte 
and graphite. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS IN GEORGIA 
As prepared by ITythe Cooke, I.:.R.Campbell, Arthur Eeith and L.Laforge 
r • — 




Quaternary Recent llluvial, swamp and beach Sand, mud. muck find peat 
Pleistocem 3 Columbia Group tarraoe 







Tertiary Pliocene Charlton Form. 0-15 ft. f;*73»*R p*cB ittMtllAJ 
Kiocene Dublin Marl 10 - 15 ft. 
Alum Bluff Groun 0-150 ft. 
Chattahoochee Form. 100 ft. 
Sandy shell marl, blue mud 
Sand, 33, Claystone 
Earthy Limestone 
01ir;ocene Viclcsburg Group 
Glondon Form. 0 - 100 ft. 
White Limestone under cover 





Midway Form. 0-400 ft. 
Oonla Limestone 300 ft. 
Claiborne Group 200 ft. 
Ifileox Form, 0 - 100,ft. 
Soft white LS, red sand 
fullers earth, days tone 
sand, clay and marl, 
Lamina tec! sane! and clay 


















Upper Ripley Form. 900 ft. 
Sutaw Form. 0 - 100 ft. 
Tuscaloosa Form, 0-400 ft. 
Undifferentiated 790 ft. 
Dark gray sand., clay LS in West 
Coarse white and pink sand and 
Kaolin in East. Coarse micaeous 
sand anr1 gravel, 
) Triassie Diabase *i rid Gabbro Dikes Dark gray or black diabase, much 




is (?) Granites and Pegmatites Massive light gray biotite 







Penn. ITalden Sandstone 500-1000f 
Lookout Sandstone 50-550f 
Sandy shale, coal, SS 





Hiss. Pennington Shale 515 ft. 
Bangor Limestone 500-900' 
Hartselle Sandstone 50-100' 
Floyd Shale 0-8000 ft. 
Fort Payne Chert O-olO ft 
Gray and red shele with SS and L 
Blue fossil LS, sh^le 
Coarse white sandstone. 
Blue shale grading to LS 
Banded chert with IS 
•Ŝ M̂rt nffBJTJ 
us 
Chattanooga Shale 0-100* Fine black shale 
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_ig« a. Georgia travertine. A marl quarrieo near Cuthbert 
containing marine shell iossils in abundance. 
fig* Z* Idtnonia Granite-Gneiss. An altered granite having 
a highly contorted and banded structure, quarried at 
ijitnonia* 
ilig« 3. Verde Antique. A form o± Serpentine found near Holly 
Springs, Cherokee County, shot through with coarse 
and fine calcite veins. 
IFig« 4, Stone Lt« Granite. An even-textured granite 
obtained from Stone Mountain, having some black 
tourmaline inclusions, 
Figg 5, iSlberton -.ink Granite. Sold under the trade name oi 
Sunset .ink Granite and obtained from the same quarry 
as a gray granite near ̂ Iberton, The pink is due to 
tne feldspar coloring, 
figi 6. ^Iberton Slue Granite, Sold under the trade name of 
liOQg Blue Granite. A very dense clue Biotite granite 
found as boulders near lilberton, 
Figi 7, Hlberton Gray Granite. Sold under trade name of Lawn 
Gray Granite and ioin^ in the ^ame quarry/ as the Sun-










DESCRIPTION 0£_ STOICS TESTED 
Before entering "upon the actual tests it might be 
well to mention those stones found in Georgia which are 
"being considered, Considering the igneous rocks first, 
it •111 "be noted on referring to the Map on Page 74b 
that the granite and granite-gneiss deposits of the state 
are fairly well distributed throu hout the crystalline 
belt. In each of the quarry areas and within the indi-
vidual areas the character of the stone varies consider-
ably. j:'or instance the Stone Mountain Granite is of an 
even texture while the Lithonia granite-gneisa only a 
few miles distant has a marked banded structure. In the 
Elberton area within a few milee oi each other are obtain 
ed three distinct granites differing in color, texture 
and mode oi occurrence, In consideration oi tnis, speci-
men were obtained from the two areas now producing stone 
in commercial quantities for test purposes. The stones 
used are Stone Mountain Granite, ̂ lberton Sunset Pink, 
Dawn Grey and the .Long jlue which took first prize for 
granites at the St. Louis world's Fair, 
As tnere are no sandstones quarried in Georgia for 
building purposes, none of the deposits was considered. 
At first it was tnought that specimen of Chickamauga 
Limestone could be used, but as the quarries nave been 
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closed lor tne last 20 years and the only specimen 
obtainable was extremely cherty, it nad to be passed 
over for economic reasons. As this was the only lime-
stone ever exploited ior building stone in the state, 
there *ill be none included in the report, 
Of tne marbles through the courtesy of the Georgia 
Marble Company, specimen of the Georgia *Jhite, the Etowah 
and the Creole marbles were obtained. Of the stones 
used for interior trim this report includes that variety 
of serpentine kno~vn as Verde Antique, and that marl known 
as Georgia travertine. iiovk war also done on the Roman 
Travertine for comparative purposes. Through the aio of 
the State Geology Department samples were obtained of 
both the Kockmart and Fairmont slates, a or quite a while 
these quarries have been closed, but both have economic 
possibilities lor successful operation. 
IGNiiOUS HOCK 
Considering the Igneou,- stones tfatson did consider-
able work on the granites and gneisees of Georgia in re-
gard to their weathering from a chemical standpoint. The 
-i 
following i s from his report , on the j31ue Granites from 
the Oglesby area near Slber ton: "The fresh unal tered 
grani te i s massive, of f ine-granular const ruct ion , dark 
1, Georgia Geological Survey, Bul le t in 9-A, Granites and 
Gneisses of Georgia, Watson; p . 298 
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blue grey in color showing an admixture oi fine-grained 
quartz, feldspars and Mtotite to the unaided eye. The 
principal minerals are quartz, feldspars, plagioclase 
and olgioclase, brown biotite, some muscovite, and a 
little apatite, zircon and magnetite. 
"The quartz is frequently intergrown with the 
feldspar, in the form of rounded ovals or disks of 
micropegmatic structure clearly indicating contempora-
neous growth oi the two crystals. It is sometimes 
enclosed as drop-like inclusions in many of the larger 
feldspar crystals. The larger individuals further 
show numerous lines of fracture and undulatory extinction, 
trTne potash feldspars usually show good cleavages; 
are intergrown with a second feldspar, albite, as micro-
perthite; and are commonly twined according to the Carls-
bad Law. The presence oi considerable soda in the analy-
ses corroborates the inference that feldspar, intergrown 
with the potash species, is albite. The microcline varies 
in quantity, but it may equal or even exceed the orthoclase 
in a few sections. The plagioclase is inferior in amount 
to the potash feldspars, and as a rule, it offers low 
extinction angles in basal sections, indicating an acid 
feldspar near olgioclase. This inference is corroborated 
by the percentage oi lime snown in the analyses. The 
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Motite is a deep "brown in color and strongly pleochroic, 
It presents itself in irregular shreds and elongated 
plates »lth good crystal outlines, and is intimately asso-
ciated with muscovite when present. The muscovite varies 
in quantity and is always less than the Motite. The re-
maining microscopic assessories show the usual charact-
eristic features. 
!'The first decided change in this rock on weather-
ing that is perceptible is when it takes on a hard, dull 
greyish color tinged with from a faint to a highly ferrug-
inous rusty "brown color. The rock loses it compact, close-
grained structure and takes on a spongy, loose-grained ap-
pearance in which the individual mineral grains separate 
from each other, The feldspars are of a white color, per-
fectly opaque to the naked eye, and have commenced to split 
along their cleavage planes. The Motite appears rather 
leached from hydration and oxidation while the adjacent 
areas have "been stained hy a "brown tinge due to the iron 
sequi-oxide resulting from the changing of the Motite," 
Watson ran choraical analyses on the fresh rock and 
the weathered rock, and also separated the weathered 
minerals from each other. By the use of a magnet fresh 
particles of magnetite were separated, hashing with 
cold water yielded various sized particles, of the fresh 
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Bilicates. Digestion with hydrochloric acid at 212° F, 
showed sligrit discoloration from the iron oxide present 
indicating only slight chemical action accompanying the 
change. The "biotite on examination indicated slight 
decomposition a& shown "by transparency around the edges 
of the shreds. The feldspars were coated with a dull 
white film of supposed Kaolin, However, the percentage 
of clay in the weathered rock was limited indicating 
very slow decomposition of the rock, 
The above transition continues until the original 
granite becomes crumbly, highly oxidized, taking on a 
red color, and is eroded and moved "by water action to 
the rivers and tnen to the ocean where it is redeposited 
possibly to form what will be many years from now both 
a shale ana a sandstone. This is a long process but 
one which is inevitable. As the earth's surface is 
base-leveled; i.e., the surface eroded do^n nearly-
flat, structural stresses are set up in the earth's 
cruet due to an unbalanced condition and those off 
shore deposits rise again as mountain chains. The 
most recent oi these young mountains are those ringing 
the Pacific Ccean where there are still many volcanoes, 




The following table is the result of Watson's 
work on that Biotite granite represented in this re-
port by Long Blue Granite from Elbert County, This 
particular biotite granite is found as a boulder de-
posit and is used mainly for monumental work, 
Col. 1. Constituents Col, 2, > in i'resh Hock 
Col, 3. I'O in Decomposed ^ock Col. 4. % in partially 
decomposed iiock Col, 2*, 3' and 4' recalculated on 
basis of 100 for col, 2, 3 and 4 
1 2 3 4 2' 3' 4* 
SiOg , , , 69.74 60,94 67.92 69.15 60.38 67.59 
A12°3 • 
, 16.72 23.39 17,55 16.50 23.08 17.47 
Fe^O^ , . 1.45 2.44 1.53 1.44 2,42 1.52 
CaO .. , , ,1.93 0.04 0,99 1.91 0.04 0.98 
LigO . , . 0.£6 0,43 0,32 0,36 0.42 0.32 
Ua,0 . 
2 
. .4,84 2,18 3.57 4.80 2.16 3.55 
Kg0 . , . 5,33 3.57 5.43 5,29 3.54 5.41 
Ignition 0,47 8.03 3.17 0,47 7.96 3.16 
Total 100.84 100.92 100.48 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Although physical agencies seem to exert the most 
force in starting the weathering of rocks, it is the 
chemical changes which carry the disintegration to 
completion. These are principally hydration, oxidation 
an^ solution in which the most soluble constituents are 
removed leaving highly ferruginous, gritty clay, 
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Watson "by taking a weighed portion of the finely 
powdered fresh granite, digested ior three hours in 100 
cc. ol hali normal hydrochloric acid at the temperature 
of "boiling water, determined the amount of soluble mat-
ter and analyzed it. nis results for this Blue Biotite 
Granite were: 
CaC f . . ? ? 0,52 
MgO . , . . . . . « . . . « trace 
Kap0 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.57 
K26 1.07 
Undetermined . . . . . . . 4. £4 
Total Soluble . . 10.56 
3LB3RTC1 GR3Y GRANITE 
To the east and roughly parallel to the Blue Bio-
tite Granite belt is found a belt of light grey biotite 
granite, This granite seems to grade from the blue to 
the grey and has a coarser grain although the mineral and 
chemical content is very similar, In the quarry picked 
to represent this area the granite is a very lig&t grey 
and differ*- from tne surrounding territory inasmuch as 
this grey granite graces into a pink granite due to a dif-
ference in the color of the feldspars. There is only 
about thirty yards of the transitional stone which has 
neither color separating the two. The two granites are 
exactly similar except for this difference in color. They 
differ from the Blue Biotite Granite in that the grain is 
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coarser, the biotite occurs in larger flakes although 
not as thickly distributed as in the former, and the 
stone does not appear to he as dense as the Blue Granite, 
By microscopic analysis, watson found quartz, the 
potash feldspars, orthoclase and microcline with consid-
erable microperthitic structure, soda lime feldspar, 
near oligoclase and biotite, with some intergrown foils 
of muscovite. Prismatic inclusions of apatite and zircon, 
and a few scattered grains of magnetite were also found, 
and in addition chlorite and epidote occurring as secon-
dary products from the alteration of the feldspars and 
biotite present. 
On examination of a partially decayed specimen, 
it was found that the rock had a pronounced yellow cast 
and the principal minerals, quarts, feldspar and biotite 
appeared fresh to the naked eye although the structure 
was crumbly enough to allow the magnetite present to 
be separated by the use of" a magnet, The amount of clay 
present was not excessive, 
The following table is a summary of tests on Slberton 
Dawn Grey Granite: 
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Col. 1. Constituents Col. 2, jo in Fresh Hock 
Col 3. c;/o in Decayed Hock Col. 4. Soil 2' down 
Col. 2'« 2 on 100 basis Col. 31. 3 on 100 basis 
1 2 3 4 21 31 
Si02 . , 69.45 69.00 73.90 76.12 69,17 
A Y V • , 15.92 17.31 13.78 16.08 17.35 
Fe20s. , , 1.53 1.31 1.23 1.32 1.32 
CaO . . , 1.91 1.18 0.53 1.93 1,18 
MgO . , , 0.55 ' 0.42 0.05 0.56 0.42 
NSpO . , , 4.33 4.00 2.92 4.37 4,01 
K20 . , 5.16 4,74 5.43 5.21 4,75 
Ignitioi l 0.40 1.79 2.60 0.41 1.80 
Total 99.04 99.75 100.44 100.00 100.00 
On "being digested in hydrochloric acid of half normal 
strength for three hours at 212° P. a powdered sample 
of fresh rock gave tne following, percentage of soluble 
matter: 
AlpO- . . . . . . . . . . . 3.69 
CaO . . . . . . . . . . . 0.26 
MgO » « . . « « « « . « . trace 
Nap0 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.29 
KpO 1.06 
Undetermined, . . . . . . . 3.94 
Soluble . . . . . . 9.20 
It is interesting to note in connection with the 
Blberton granites that the Lexington area granites which 
are a continuation of the granite belt found in the 31-
berton area, show practically the same physical and chemi' 




DISTRIBUTION OF THE GRANITES AND GNEISSES OF GEORGIA 
After Thomas L. Watson 
Legend : 
Granite and Granite-Gneiss 
Southern Fall Line F 1 
Cartersville Fault F 1 
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STOira MOUNTAIN GRAN ITS 
This granite obtained from that granite "boss in 
DeKalb County some 16 miles from Atlanta is remarkably 
uniform in color, texture and composition. It is a light 
grey colored granite having a salt and pepper texture 
in which th« constituent minerals, quartz, leldspar and 
the micas, muscovite and biotite are readily recognized 
by the unaided eye, Free, sulfides and oxides of iron are 
very rare. Throughout the rock occur Boron spots, whit-
ish lenticular and rounded areas including groups of jet-
black tourmaline, However, due to the weathering stabili-
ty of this mineral it is not a detriment, and serves to 
break the sameness of tne general color, 
Quoting from Bulletin 9-A, Georgia Geological 
Survey : "Microscopically, the rock is a medium-grained, 
allotriomorphic-granular granite, composed of an aggre-
gate oi complexly interlocking quartz and feldspar grains, 
with numerous grouped plates and shreds of muscovite and 
some biotite. The quartz is oi the usual granite kind, 
irregular in outline, and displays evidence of >come stress 
in wavy extinction and lines of fracture. The feldspar 
constituent consists of irregular, varying sized crystals 
oi orthoclase with microperthitic structure; microcline, 
1. The Granite and Gneisses oi teorgia, Jatson; p. 116 
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the larger grains of which show some tendency to tabu-
lar habit, and scattered, lath-shapped individuals of 
polysynthetically twined plagioclase. The orthoclase 
usually shows good cleavage, while the microcline ex-
hibits, in a typical degree, the characteristic grid-
iron or grating structure, The plabioclase individuals 
give small extinction angles measured on the twining 
plane, in basal sections, which indicates a feldspar 
near oligoclase, The larger feldspar individuals gen-
erally contain rounded drop-like inclusions of quartz 
and other feldspar species. Muscovite is tne predomi-
nating accessory present. It occurs for the most part, 
as grouped shreds, with good basal cleavage and strong 
double refraction, and always appears perfectly fresh. 
Biotite is more sparingly present as single shreds and 
filaments with marked basal cleavage, deep color and 
strong absorption partially altered in some cases, to 
a reddisn brown chlorite. The biotite shows a tendency 
to seggregate into small bunches, in places, A part of 
tne muscovite is of secondary origin, derived from felds-
pathic decomposition, Prismatic inclusions of apatite 
and zircon complete the list of minerals present in the 
rock," 
The following table gives the chemical composition 
of the fresh rock and a weathered specimen as prepared 
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by K. L« Packard o± the Georgia Geological Survey: 
Constituent i'resh leathered 
Silica . . . . . . . . . 72.56 71,66 
Alumina . . . . . . . . 14,81 16.05 
Iron Oxide . . . . . . . 0.94 0,86 
Lime . . . . . . . . . 1.19 1.07 
Magnesia . . . . . . . . 0.20 0.17 
Sod^ . . . . . . . . . . 4.94 4.66 
rotasn . . . . . . . . . 5.30 4.92 
Ignition . . . . . . . . 0.70 1.00 
Total 100.64 100.39 
The above analyses indicates this to be a rather 
acid granite. The low percentage of lime and the cor-
responding high percentage of Soda indicating the pre-
sence of albite and soda lime feldspar. The low per-
centage of iron is below that for granites as a whole 
indicating a very small amount of the accessory mineral, 
biotite, 
The following table shows a grapnica'l representa-
tion oi the cxxemical constituents of the granites being 
considered. x*or comparative purposes .-lso will be 
found the average for ull the granites found in the state 
as compiled from data tabulated for individual properties 
in the State Bulletin 9-A of the leorgia Geological Sur-
vey. JAISO is shown a graphical analysis of the Lithonia 
Granite-Gneiss since it is so closely related to the 
granites being of similar origin although now highly 
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ii'rom the foregoing graph it is seen that there is 
very little variation broadly speaking in the mineral 
constituents of the various Georgia granites under 
consideration. Likewise, when the analyses of the 
decomposed rocks are considered there is found a marked 
similarity in composition. 
PER C^m CHAUGiil IE DiiCOMfOSSD ROCK 
Constituent aiberton Blue iClberton Grey Stone Mt. 
"1375 S79 ITT 
13.9 10.8 8,2 
6.8 0,0 8,4 
46.2 0,9 10,0 
11.9 23.8 15,0 
54,9 7.6 5,6 
33.3 15,4 7.2 
171,0 449.0 43.0 
In each case there is found a marked decrease in 
the soda and potash present. This is due to the weather-
ing of the more soluble feldspars containing these chemi-
cals, and the formation of the secondary mineral, alumina, 
or kaolin, it will be noted increased in each instance. 
This alumina, being weak structurally allows the grains of 











accounting for the decrease in eacli instance of this 
mineral* The other constituents varied according to 
the original minerals present. The important changes 
are the decrease in the quartz L.S secondary to the 
changing ol the feldspars resulting in the loss of the 
soluble constituents , lime, potash and soda, and the 
increase of the alumina content, 
MAHBIE 
The marble at the New York quarries commonly known 
as Georgia white Llarble, is a coarsely crystallized, 
very white marble, Fresh surfaces appear homogenous 
and seem to "be composed of colorless calcite, Weathered 
surfaces appear rough and are marked "by lines of color-
less transparent crystals of tremolite. According to 
Dr« ,u S. Bailey of the University of Illinois who--
made a survey of the Tate Quadrangle in 1928 and whose 
report is incorporated in State Bulletin Ho, 43, in 
certain places the tremolite is light green and appears 
as tnin gray layers in tne white marble. Some of the 
tremolite crystals are over an inch long, kicroscopic 
examintaion snows that tne wnite marble is composed en-
tirely of calcite which contains turbid inclusions of 
liquids and occasional grains of tremolite, Analysis 
of this tremolite showed it to be approximately 
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kgp-fCa^e) (SiO ).« The crystals of calcite are about 
y 3 6 
2 to 3 mm, in diameter. Occurring along with the calcite 
and occasional grains of tremolite are found specks of 
carbon and an occasional grain of apatite. 
The Etowah Marble is of a pink to an old rose color. 
It is crossed with greenish-black veins and mottled sec-
tions of grayish color. Ihese veins are supposed to re-
present the original bedding planes of the marble before 
it W'-.s subjected to extensive diastrophic action. The 
color is thought to be due to the small amount of MnC0„ 
c 
it contains as it is the only marble found in the Tate 
quadrangle containing this mineral. The calcite crystals 
of which it is almost wholly composed measure 3 to 5 mm. 
in diameter. They are transparent as in the other marbles, 
but contain tiny inclusions of liquid, a few minute grains 
of what appears to be hematite or carbon, an occasional 
large inclusion of hematite, occasional grains oi quartz 
and small crystals of apatite, '_he dark layers contain 
in addition to the calcite present, grains of biotite, 
green epidote, much of which is policilitie, a lew flakes 
oi phlo^opite and an occasional grain of zircon and quartz, 
Most oi the epidote and biotite occurs between calcite 
grains and is abundant near the contact of the pink and 
dark areas. 
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The Creole Llarble differs from all the other types 
of Iviarble in the Tate Quadrangle in its dark tone. The 
interlacing o± the dark streaks through the white "back-
ground is due to the close folding of alternating thin 
"beds of Limestone, some containing carbonaceous material, 
and others devoid of this constituent. This variety is a 
little closer-grained than the other two marbles being 
considered, and consists mostly of twined calcite grains 
from 1,2 to £ mm, in diameter, a few rounded grains of 
quartz about 0,2 to 0,4 mm, in diameter, occasional ilakes 
of colorless greenish tremolite and phlogopite about 0.3 
mm, in diameter and an occasional granule of carbon. The 
dark layers are of similar composition containing more 
carbon and dark phlogopite and green tremolite. In many 
places the carbon present outlines the grains of calcite, 
Analyser of the marbles under consideration by Dr, 
Edgar 3verhart: 
Constituent Ga, .Vhite Etowah Creole 
Moisture .04 .10 _ _ _ mm 
CaO 53.08 54,36 55,00 
Sg0 .80 .47 1,12 
^eO - — -
MnO Tr. .14 
C 0 * ----
AlpOr, 
Fe%oi 







so3 ,00 .00 ,00 
Ti02 Tr. .00 
P2°5 ,00 .00 ,00 
Total Soluble 96,18 98,90 100.43 
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C o n s t i t u e n t Ga. vVhite Itoviah Creole 
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Dale defines slate as denoting a rock wliich has 
more or less perfect cleavage, "being thus adapted to com-
mercial "uses, and in which the constituent particles, with 
very few exceptions cannot "be distinguished except in thin 
sections under a microscope. In contradiction to a schist 
which is a rock that may be of identical chemical character 
and mineral composition, "but is either made up of coarser 
particles or possesses a wavy structure, or else is marked 
1. U. S, Geological Survey, Bulletin No. 586, Dale; p. 220 
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by "both o± these feature?« Both slates and schists may 
have originated in deposits of identical character, but 
may have undergone difierent processes, 
Slates are classified as to origin as sedimentary 
and igneous, according to structure the slates- of sedi-
mentary origin are divided into clay slates and mica 
slates, and the latter into lading or unfading* A clay 
is one in which the component minerals have been consoli-
dated by pressure and cemented by carbonates, "kaolin or 
limonite witnout the development of new minerals. Their 
fissibility, strength and elasticity are low. In the 
mica slates a considerable part of the potash and soda 
bearing minerals have recrystallized under pressure into 
mica, forming a fabric of scales in parallel dimensional 
arrangement, and shoTAin̂  aggregate polarization under the 
microscope in tain sections perpendicular to the cleavage. 
Those elates snowing only slight polarization of the aggre-
gate particles are generally classed a? clay slates. The 
fading or unfading quality oi slate depends chiefly on the 
percentage oi iron carbonate present which discolors on 
exposure to atmospheric conditions, 
Lale classified the elates as follows: 
I. Aqueous sedimentary 
A. Clay slates, ^atrix without any or with very faint 
aggregate polarisation. 
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B« Mica Slates. Matrix with marked aggregate 
polarization 
1. fading, with, suiiicient FeCO,, to discolor 
considerably on prolonged exposure 
a. carbonaceous or graphitic 
b. Chloritic (greenish) 
c« Hematitic and chloritic (purplish) 
2, Unfading, without sufficient FeC0~ to pro-
duce any but very slight discolorization on 
prolonged exposure. 
a. Graphitic 
b. Henatitic (reddish) 
c. Chloritic (greenish) 
d. Hematitic and chloritic (purplish) 
e. nematitic, specular and grapnitic (bluish 
black) 
II. Igneous 
A« Asa Slates 
B« Dike Slates 
All of the Georgia slates come under the head of 
Lica slates of sedimentary origin. The slates irom the 
Roekmart District and the green slates are slightly fad-
ing, but the silver gray, high potash slate from the 
Gartersville district is unfading. 
Although the texture of slate is so fine that it has 
to be studied in thin sections under the microscope, it 
affects the appearance of the sli-te. The Georgia green 
slates have a fine lenticular texture giving them a smooth 
and slightly lustrous cleavage. Many of the slates though 
from this Delt contain large crystals of chlorite in com-
YD 
parison with the mica crystals, and due to their 
orientation produce small elevations and depressions 
on the cleavage surfaces. Vhe Rockmart slates are made 
up of mineral grains which are on the average much 
coarser than those of the green slates and the silver 
grey slates, and in addition they have a strongly marked 
lenticular texture although the size of the lenses varie: 
with difierent slates from different quarries. Generally, 
the lenses are flattened and elongated parallel to the 
cleavage which crosses the "bedding ribbons at an angle* 
They are made up of masses of crystals of quartz, felds-
par, or irregularly orienteu sericite flakes. This 
sericite is evidently due to the alteration of the feld-
spar, around which the Lands of mica and carbonaceous 
matter bend. Some of the lenses are as large as 1 by 
0.25 mm. altnough the average size is much smaller. This 
texture produces a cleavage which is good and straight, 
but lusterless and rough, 
In this report the green slates from the Conasauga, 
and the gray slates from the Rockmart fornations are 
considered. The following table prepared by H. K. 
Shearer shows the composition. 
1, Geological purvey, Georgia Bulletin 34, Shearer; 
p. 17 
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61.51 56.74 62.40 55.39 
15.39 17.65 19.74 21.15 
2,21 1.10 5.38 1,58 
3.34 4.58 1.00 5.64 
%j , u O 2.89 1.22 2,55 
1.47 3.18 .05 1,64 
x.aa 1.66 1.02 1.33 
3.90 3,42 3.07 2.96 
3.53 3.81 4.98 4.83 
.67 • 21 .44 .22 
1.55 2.64 .00 1.59 
.75 .94 .89 .74 
.... .08 .... .15 
.... .18 .... .... 
.22 .66 .06 .31 
.... .02 .03 .06 
. « « . .... .... « « .. 
Constituent M. Y., Ver,, Rockmart Gray Conasauga 

















Total 99.99 99.78 100.28 100.14 
MARLS 
The "use OJL Georgia Marls for interior trim has been 
comparatively recent. To the trade that class of stone 
such as is found in the Fox Theater in Atlanta and in the 
new First national Bank Building also of Atlanta, and the 
Atlanta City Jail is known as Georgia Travertine. It is 
so called since to a slight extent it resembles the 
Roman Travertine which is used extensively lor interior 
trim in buildings, and which can be seen in the Doctor's 
1 
Building in Atlanta, ^owever, Ford gives the following, 
"Travertine is a calcium carbonate deposit formed by 
springs." Since the Oeorgia deposits are marine, they 
1, Donas Manual of Lineralogy, Ford; p, 87 
cannot truly "be called travertines, and are actually shell 
marls. 
Although deposits of these marls occur throughout 
une Claiborne Group and the Wilcox Formation of the late 
Eocene deposits, the only attempt to work them has been 
at a point near Cuthbert in Randolph County. Here the 
Marl is found with the marine shells in great profusion 
in a semi and totally silicified condition bonded together 
firmly with a slightly argillaceous carbonate. ,<hen sawed 
into slabs and polished it makes a far more attractive 
material for trim than the real travertine, 
SisiHPSUTIUE 
Tne only commercially operated deposit of Serpen-
tine is near Eolly Springs in Cherokee County. Quoting 
1 
IvicCallie , "With the exception of the tendency to 
schistosity on the weathered outcrops, the stone is 
massive, breaking as readily in one direction as in an-
otuer; but at the same time the stone is by no means of 
uniform mineral composition. One of the most striking 
physical characteristics is the veined condition which 
adds greatly to its beauty. There are two systems of 
veins, minute and large. 2ne latter are sometimes open 
and interfere with the quarrying but the minute veins 
1. Geological Survey Georgia, bulletin L., McCallie; p. Ill 
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are always closed, The origin of the two systems of 
veins appear to te quite different. The larger being 
apparently due to rock movements .tnd the other to cleav-
age lines of the original mineral, ^lso the vein fill-
ings are different. In the large veins tne filling ap-
pears very light in color and seems to be composed of 
ferruginous dolomite and talc, while in the smaller 
veins the filling appears to be mainly dark greenish 
serpentine containing minute granules of magnetite, 
The mass of the material lilling the meshes between 
the individual veins is chiefly pyroxenite and horn-
blende, which minerals give to the stone a greenish-grey 
color often splotched with black. The polished stone 
shows small occasional crystals of" pyrite which on 
weathering produces a "brownish stain. However, as 




TESTS OK GEORGIA BUILDING STOHE 
As all laboratory tests are to stimulate actual 
conditions met with in the field, the difficulty of test-
ing rock for other than crushing and transverse strength 
can only he comprehended when an attempt is made to dupli 
cate the erosinal cycles of nature in a "brief period of 
time. As rock weatnering is "both meachanical and chemi-
cal no one test can "be used in the laboratory to dupli-
cate these conditions. Earlier in this report that 
quality known as "Durability" was mentioned. Durability 
was there defined as meaing "endurance." It is the 
ability of a rock to weather, to resist the action of 
abrasive, wind-blown sand, the disintegrating action of 
acid-laden rain water, and the stresses set up due to 
freezing and thawing, the more acute stresses set up lay 
extreme temperature, the bacterial action of parasitic 
fungus growths, and that artificial wear and tear to 
which it is subjected to by man. 
As building stone can be divided into two general 
classes, that used for construction purposes and that 
used for interior finitn and trim, it is easily seen that 
the requisites of one do not apply to the other, rtith 
one strength is of primary importance and with the other 
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i t might be color or the a b i l i t y to take a pol ish and 
hold i t when subject to commercial cleansing agents* 
oT^illGTH 
As outlined -under the Requisites of Building 
Stones, all material regardless of use must possess 
sufficient strength to adequately meet the demanded 
requirements. Strength can be divided into three 
general classes: 
1. Crusning strength 
2« Transverse strength 
3. Elasticity 
CRUSHING STHiiUGTH 
Crusning strength is the ability oi a stone to 
resist a load applied at right angles to the bed on 
which it is laid, Buckley states that the maximum 
pressure applied to a stone under most normal building 
conditions is about 168 pounds per square inch. To 
support his contention he calculated the stress on one 
of the base stones of the Washington Lonument in Wash-
ington, D. C., as being only 314,6 pounds per square 
inch. This agrees with Watson's estimate that a stone 
with a compressive stress oi 600 pounds per square inch 
is sufficiently stron for all building purposes. 
1. The Granites of Wisconsin, Juckley; p. 38 
2. Granites and Gneisses oi Georgia, Watson, p, 52 
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Therefore, it is seen that from a building standpoint 
there are very lew stones that could not "be used ior 
construction purposes if tne crushing strength were the 
sole iactor to be considered. Most stone snows at least 
a crushing strengtn of 5000 pounds per square inch. 
Merill gives the following results: 
Laximum Minimum Average 
Granite, 100 tests . . . . 28,000 6,117 17,000 
Limestone, 80 tests , . . £5,000 3,550 14,000 
Sandstone, 132 tests . . . 20,000 1,149 8,500 
The above results are what would be expected if one 
were to view the three types of stone ior the first time 
and was estimating tneir strength from tneir physical 
characteristics sucn as weight, density and hardness, 
tfrom these same characteristics it might be assumed that 
tneir durability would vary in the same order as their 
strength. However, as has been previously mentioned, 
strength cannot be used as a criterion ior durability, 
A notable instance is tne State Capitoi Building at At-
lanta, Georpia. Here is a limestone that is appearing 
to be far more durable tm.rj the granite although its 
crushing strength is far less than that of the granite. 
This instance is citeo as considerable controversy was 
created over what >*as thought to be an exfoliation of 
1, Stones for Building and Decoration, Merill; p. summary 
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the limestone in choosing the material for a new 
building recently. 
The standard accepted throughout the United States: 
and Canada for testing a stone for crushing strength is 
a two-inch cube with surfaces as plane and parallel as 
it is possible to get them. Not all work has been done 
on this standard as it is sometimes difficult to secure 
specimen as desired. However, all investigators have 
used a cube in conducting their work. By thus limiting 
themselves they have obtained results that can be com-
pared favorably with other work done. In making the 
tests as conducted for this report it was found to be 
prohibitive from an economic standpoint to have all 
specimen of the various stones tested of the two-inch 
standard but all were cubes and as near standard as 
could be obtained, 
In crushing any speciman it has to be considered 
as a form of a column or rather a prism in which the 
bending moment is about the heel. Also, the nature of 
the material, and the condition of fixation and character 
of the bearing surfaces have to be considered. Rankine 
in his investigation of columns found that he could ob-
tain more exact results for design purposes by using the 
following formula known as Rankine's Column Formula, 
« P/A r i /"I7A 
3 = I l'(L}S 
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S is crashing strength. 
P load applied 
A area of "bearing surface 
0 constant determined by material and end condition 
1 length of column 
r least radius of gyration 
I moment of inertia 
Tne value in Itankine's Formula (l/r) is known as 
the slenderness ratio and when the material being tested 
is in cubical lorm, "r" "becomes equal to b/ 12 from 
/ 1/12 bdu, and since in a cube "brf and ud'' are equal to 
M 
"1", the slenderness ratio becomes l/ 12 and as the value 
0 is 1 , it is evident that the fraction to be added 
4000 
to 1 is so small that it would make no difference in the 
final answer if the stress were determined by merely di-
viding the load applied by the bearing surface. However, 
this only holds true when the specimen bein,: tested is a 
cube for that is the only case in which the slenderness 
ratio is really negligible, 
As yet I have no information as to any work bein? 
conducted on different sized cubes to determine whether 
there is any appreciable difference in the unit stresses 
arrived at despite several authors stating that there is. 
The Stone Mountain Granite Corporation had a series of 
tects run at the watertown Arsenal in 1924 in which both 
two-inch and three-incn cubes were used in determining 
the compressive stress, and an average of the results 
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obtained for the two different sized cubes gave prac-
tically identical results, 
Although it is generally advisable to standardize 
all conditions for testing, it will be seen by consid-
ering the following that it Mould be practically impos-
sible in the case of stone to have everything so stan-
dardized, 
The stone should be quarried in the same manner; 
i.e., with or without the use of dynamite. 
The stone should be seasoned under tlie same con-
ditions and for the same period of time, 
The cubes should be prepared by the same 
mecnanieal means, 
The cubes should De of the same dryness, 
The tests should be at uniform temperature, 
The pressure should be applied in the same direc-
tion with respect to bedding planes, etc, 
The bearing surfaces of the cubes should be exactly 
alike, 
Tne bearing faces of the machine should be of the 
same material, 
The same type testing machine should be used, 
On those specimen used on compressive test all sur-
faces were sawed ones, jj'or methods of check and compari-
son most of the specimen where the :̂rain was distinguish-
able were tested on bed; i,e,, perpendicularly loaded 
with reference to the bedding planes, as well as, on edg« 
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Realizing that field conditions are not comparable with. 
laboratory conditions, several specimen were ecentrically 
loaded to stimulate what might be called the worse possi-
ble conditions to see what the results would be. Other 
variations were in the use of caps, Most investigators 
use a thin plaster of paris cap over the bearing surfaces 
with a sheet of cardboard between the machine-bearing 
surface and that of the specimen. Others, where sawed 
surfaces are used merely interpose a thin sheet of blot-
ting paper, 3oth methods were used in these tests, 
Parks in his investigation on the building stones of 
Canada found that the more accurate the bearing surfaces 
between speciman and the machine, the more accurate the 
results obtained were. Under the best conditions the 
first crack observed occurred simultaneously with the 
ultimate failure. As he could obtain no results that 
gave a very close check where an interval occurred be-
tween the first crack and the ultimate failure, he de-
voted considerable care to the making of test specimen, 
Bearing surfaces were made parallel to l/lO mm, and 
rendered as plane as possible by rubbing with graded 
abrasive powders on glass. Likewise, the plates trans-
mitting the load on the machine were especially prepared 
of case-nardened steel, 
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The i"1lowing results taken from his tests on a 
light "brown dolmite from near Hamilton, Ontario, will 
illustrate the diixerence in results obtained, 
Size oi Cube 1st Crack Ultimate load Ultimate stress 
per sq. in 
1. 4.181 sq.u 4l,000# 60,900# 14,586# 
2. 4.00 60,000# 73,600# 18,548# 
3. 3.696 72,250# 72,250# 19,548# 
1, tfas crusned "between "blotting paper and the faces of 
the heads. 
2. Was crushea "between "blotting paper and improvised 
pieces oi steel. 
3. ..as crushed between blotting paper and carefully 
prepared case-hardened steel plates. 
The following pages give the results as obtained 
testing the various stones in compression along with 
cuts of machines used, and photographs of specimen. 
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ligi It Hydraulic compression Machine. Capacity 
250,000 Lias. On this machine were "broken most 
ol the specimen. 
Fig. 2. Riehle Brothers Tension Machine* Capacity 
100,000 Lb. This machine was used for the com-
pressive tests on those small specimen of Liarl, 
Travertine and Verde Antique as it is capable 
of more exact readings than the Hydraulic Com-
pression Machine. 
Pig. 3. Typical specimen of marble after failure under 
compression. The center speciman illustrates 
the theoretical "break, a double cone. This was 
obtained in the majority of cases. 
Fig. 4, Specimen of Marble back row, and Granite, frout 
row after failure in compression, 
Fig. 5. specimen oi ̂ tone Mountain and jjlberton Granites 
after failure in compression. Several oi these 
had a tendency to develop a double cone on the 
bottom half and a single cone fitting between 
on the top hali. Hone developed a cone and 
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RESULTS OF CRUSHING TESTS 
Maohlne Ultimate Bearing Apparent Slenderness Remarks 
Used Load Surface Stress Ratio 
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STONE MOUNTAIN GRANITE 
Hydraulic 59,800 1.94x1.95 15,820 
w 58,000 1.90x1.94 15,730 
f 56,600 1.88x2.04 14,780 
35,600 1.62x1.80 12,280 
27,800 1.70x1.80 9,080 
48,900 1.86x2.04 12,890 
35,000 1.70x1.78 11,560 
43,400 1.80x2.00 12,020 
32,760 1.73x1.77 10,680 
66,500 1.75X1.81 21,000 
98,000 1.86x1.94 27,190 
82,000 1.85x1.97 22,500 
hr 
rnr 
) Plaster Paris 




) PP and 0 cap. 
ATS" ) 
PP and 0 cap, 
Blotter cap. 
/ 13 ) Cont. load 
" ) PP and C oap 
n ) on grain 
w ) Intrm. load 
) PP an£ C cap 
) On Bed 
) Blotter cap 
) PP and C cap 
DISCUSSIOH 0¥ HBSULTS 
The test data is self-explanatory. In explanation 
oi the variation in results as obtained between the screw-
type, gtur-driven machine and Hydraulic machine, the first 
tests conducted were with plaster of paris caps on the 
specimen and the load applied through a rigid head on the 
machine which gave an eccentric load on the specimen re-
sulting in failure at a far lower point than encountered 
when an adjustable head was put on the machine. As these 
results are included merely to show that assuming Watson's 
maximum figure of 600 pounds per square inch met with in 
building construction, the stone would even under eccen-
tric loads have a factor of safety of about four and a 
half, 
It will be noted though that with the specimen 
tested on the hydraulic machine that dispensing with the 
plaster of paris cap and using only thin blotting paper 
resulted in an increase of the ultimate stress value ob-
tained, This would tend to indicate that with sawed sur-
faces it is preferable to not cap the speciman, and gives 
a direct agreement to rarks1 findings regarding the 
results varying with the bearing-surface conditions. 
Unless a speciman contains a fault surface it will 
tend to break so as to form a single cone or a pair of 
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cones with their apexes at the center of tne cube, 
Buckley when working on the Granites of Wisconsin 
arrived at tne conclusion that these residual forms were 
indicative oi tne strengtn of the material, "Crushing 
samples with a compressive stress of over £0,000 pounds 
per square inch generally results in only one pyramid 
"being formed with more oi a conical than a pyramidal 
outline being present, when a stone readies a crushing 
Strength of over 30,000 pounds per square inch, the 
"breaking results in the production of a single upper 
cone. ^here tne stre gth is "below 10,000 pounds per 
square inch, two well-ieiined pyramids are formed. Be-
tween 10,000 and 20,CuO pounds per square inch two pyra-
mids with a more or less conical outline are generally 
formed. " 
where the material was homogenous throughout a 
close check was obtained on Buckley's observations. 
with the marbles though, it w:.s tound that there existed 
previous lines of stress as there was a tendency parti-
cularly Aith the Etowah specimen to shear diagonally 
in failing, 
1, The Granites of ..isconsin, Buckley; p. 46 
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TRANSVERSE STRENGTH 
Transverse strength is the ability of a material 
to withstand a "bending strain due to a load when sup-
ported as a simple "beam. 
Although the American Society of Testing Materials 
in 1929 set tentative standards for this test in which 
a 1" x li " specimen, wae specified to he dried at 110 C. 
for 24 hours and tested over a 10,r span with load incre-
ments of 50 pounds applied at the rate of 100 pounds per 
minute through a knife edge at the center of span while 
supported on two knife edges, it was found to he impos-
sible to obtain specimen of the desired size, and as a 
result the tests were conducted on available specinen 
with regard to the procedure specified. This should 
not cause any appreciable difference in results as re-
gards unit stress« 
The stress was calculated according to S = ̂ c/l 
where S is tne uniu stress 
M is the bending moment under the load 
c the distance from the neutral axis to the 
outermost fiber 
I tne moment of inertia, 
By substituting the values of M - i PL, c = d/2, I = 1/12 bd' 
Where P is the load applied at tne center 
L is the distance between reactions 
d the depth of the speciman 
b the width oi the speciman 
S = j r?j- jjZS = '^?^ which is the formula given by the 
1/12 b d3 2 b d2 Society for Testing Materials. 
The following pages give the apparatus used with 
results obtained. 
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Fig, 1, Apparatus as set up for trie Transverse Test show-
ing a speciman in position, 
xlg. 2, specimen after failure under trunsverse loading 
of Verde Antique, The two end specimen on the 
back row were of a more dense composition with 
finer calcite veining, and it will be noted frac-
tured at an angle of about 308 to the load. 
Fig, 3. Typical failure of Stone Mountain Granite (back 
row) and Slberton Long Blue Granite under trans-
verse loading, 
Fig, 4, Specimen of Larble after failure under transverse 
loading. First and second row and first on left 
of the last row are Georgia v/hite Larble, Second 
on the 1-st rov, is Etowah Marble, The last on 
tne back row is clouded Cherokee Marble, 
Fig, 5, Failure oi Travertine specimen .under transverse 
loading. Front row is Georgia Travertine, a marl, 
The back row is Italian Travertine, a true traver-
tine of spring deposition, 
Fig, 6, Failure of Albert on Jjawn Gray and Sunset Fink 
Granite under transverse loading. Both of 
these granites are fro^ the same quarry, and 
vary only in color of tne feldspars, 
PLATE VIII 
RESULTS OF TIUliSVKRSE TESTS 
Pe-iotion Loading Sec t ion Span Tens i l e 
Load P o s i t i o n S t r e s s 
Lbs. I n s . I n s , L b s / 3 q . I n . 
QUE { SERPENTINE) I 
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Large vein under load 
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605 Fracture on previous 
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548 F- iled on fossil 
1,332 
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DISCUSS 10H Oh" H3SULTS 
Althougn all previous work on the transverse strength 
of the stones under consideration has "been limited to the 
marbles and the slates, the results appear to be uniformly 
satisfactory, and hear the same relationship that was in-
dicated by the results of the crushing tests. 
On comparing results as determined on Georgia Ihite 
Marble with the findings made by tne Bureay of Standards 
in 1919 there was found to be a much higher average. The 
results oi tests as conducted by the Bureau of Standards 
gave value- ranging from 1290-1412 pounds per square inch 
whereas the present values obtained ran to 1710, Likewise, 
a test of the Etowash Marble showed a value of 1881 pounds 
per square inch whereas the maximum value obtained by the 
Bureau of Standards was 1606 pounds per square inch for 
this marble, however, on testing the Creole Liarble the 
author's Value snowed 1,461 pounds per square incn ̂ hich 
is about the average value obtained by the Bureau of 
Standards. Their results ranged from 1320-1536 pounds 
per square inch, 
The only other comparison was on the Rockmart Slates, 
The average of two tests made in 1917 by the Bureau of 
Standards showed a value of 7,589 pounds per square inch 
wnich is about an average value as obtained from present 
tests which ranged from 4*6-20-10,060 pounds per square 
inch, 
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LODULUS Oi'' ELASTICITY 
When any material is subject to a load either in 
compression or Ilexure, there is an observed deformation 
o± material. If the material is resilient, it Hill 
assume its original condition on removal oi the load, 
and within certain limits all material will do this. 
The limiting factor is the load wnicb can he applied 
beyond which the material will not return to its ori-
ginal condition. This point is called the elastic 
limit. Hooke's Law states that within the Elastic limit 
the stress in a material is directly proportional to 
the strain. In other words there exists a straight 
line ratio between stress and strain tip to the elastic 
limit. Therefore, for design work the strength of a 
material Is always considered as maximum at the elastic 
Uniti xor any loads in excess of that value would re-
sult in a deformation oi the material that would be 
permanent even if the load were immediately removed, 
The Modulus of Elasticity of a material is the 
ratio oi Stress to Strain within the elastic limit. 
If otres.. were plotted against strain using rectangu-
lar axes, the Lodulus of Elasticity would bo the tangent 
oi the angle iormed with the absciaae, or tne slope oi 
the line up to tne elastic limit. 
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For determining the Modulus of E l a s t i c i t y E =? — 
- e 
where S i s the unit, s t r e s s as determined e i the r for 
compression or f lexure; i . e . , Compression S = — 
a 
Transverse 3 = ̂  ^ 9, e is unit strain uAid in com-
pression equals ±/L in flexure e r 6 ^ j 
f is observed deformation 
d is depth of specimen 
L is free height on specimen in compression and span 
of specimen in flexure. 
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DEPARTMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING 
GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY 
_ TE-ST-Co/nrTtj-^/on 
Date D*C> «-"<£> /VSJ Exp't _No. £ 
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DEPARTMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING 
GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY 
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DEPARTMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING 
GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY 
T E S T - Cemprexx'eo 
Date .Pec- •Sfg./YJ'J' Exp't No. -/-
Kind of Material O/os/e A//~ C/r^^'i/e 
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Yield Point, lb. per sq. in. 
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D E P A R T M E N T O P E X P E R I M E N T A L E N G I N E E R I N G 
GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY 
T E S T - Corrj/3re&s-/oo 
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STONE MOUNTAIN GRANITE 
Cardboard 155,600 
" 27 800 
P.P. and C. 25j000 
P.P. and C. 32,000 
P.P. and C. 36,000 
P.P. ana C. 30,000 
Blotting P. 60,640 
35,600 .131 280,000 
27,800 .085 290,000 
25,000 .106 260,000 
32,000 .190 410,000 
36,000 .066 690,000 
30,000 ,096 293,000 
60,640 .043 1,300,000 
88,000 .043 2,300^000 CREOLE MARBLE ( Bush Harenered ) 
Blotting 0. 44,000 .0305 1,400,000 
T.V. and C. 26,000 .059 224,000 
ETOWAH MARBLE ( Bush Haaafctered ) 
1.96 1.97x2.00 Blotting P. 36,000 .029 1,100,000 
GEORGIA WHITE MARBLE ( BfiUahl Hammered ) 
1.98 1.99x2.00 Blotting P. 32,000 .0215 1,000,000 
ELBSRT0H BLUE GRANITE 
2,00 2.05x2.05 Blotting P. 76,000 ,030 3,200,000 
ELBERT0N PINK GRANITE 
r 1.9 5x2.05 Blotting P. 40,000 .022 3,200,000 
c-tTDpTT' 
1.30 1.29x1.30 P.P. and C. 6,000 











6,100,000 { Ave I. 2 tests) 








DISCUSSIOH Oi1 HESULTS 
In conducting this work it is not advisable to use 
plaster 01 paris capping on specimen, or to introduce 
thick sheets oi cardboard between tne specimen and the 
bearing plates oi the machine as most oi tne deiormation 
that will be observed frill be due to the crushing o± these 
capping materials. To obtain a check upon this, thin layers 
oi plaster o± parit. sandwicned betw»»» thin sheets oi card-
board, sucii as were used on the compression test? oi many 
oi the samples, were loaded witnin the same limits as met 
witn in crusning tne specimen and the deformation measured 
over the entire loading range, i'ne results show that prac-
tically 6O70 oi the observed deiormation encountered witn 
capped specimen could be attributed to tne capping mate-
rial wnere the specimen were capped and crushed the same 
day, fx'he author obtained tba best results using thin 
sheets oi clotting paper as capping material and measuring 
the deiormation with in-side micrometers between the upper 
and lower nead oi the machine at two points diametrically 
opposite so as to eliminate any chance ior error, 
In testing ior the Modulus oi Elasticity under trans-
verse loading a standard deilectometer reading to 1 oi an 
TUUO 
inch was used directly under the point oi load application, 
ri'his value was only calculated ior slates on account oi tne 
diiiiculty met with in obtaining specimen ior tnis test, 
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Since the author completed his work investigating 
the Modulus oi .elasticity, there has come to his attention 
the work oi L, ..« IZessler, Research Associate, and yV, H, 
Sligh, Associate Physicist of the Bureau of standards o± 
the Department of Commerce, They ran extensive tests on 
the various Limestones of the United States. In deter-
mining the Modulus oi Elasticity their method was tne 
same as that originally had by the author when tne various 
test?, were iirrt outlined, namely, the using of a specimen 
oi sufficient size to allow the installation oi a Berry 
Strain Gage over an increment of length. As the author 
found it impossible to obtain such specimen, he had to 
endeavor to devise some other method for determining this 
quality. The method used has been previously outlined. 
It was hoped that by determining the deformation in the 
capping material to be able to make such corrections as 
to give comprehensive results, however, on account of 
the difficulty met with in limiting the amount of cap-
ping material no definite correction could be used and 
hence the results have no value, «'here only blotting 
paper was used the author drew a corrected curve through 
the zero ordinate parallel to that portion of the curve 
that had a definite slope. This was a decided departure 
as all previous work had determined the Modulus of plas-
ticity as bein: the slope of. the tangent to the curve at 
the ordinate. However, ftfl all experimental work failed 
114 
to offer any logical support to this method, the author was 
guided by his findings rather than precedent, The shape 
of stress-itrain curves as determined were very similar to 
what other investigators found on stone. All show a chang-
ing rate of slope up to around £,000 pounds per square 
inch, The author believes that this is due to two causes; 
some slight internal adjustment, and the adjustment of the 
hearing surfaces to the heads which is responsible for the 
greater part, In support of this contention is offered 
the Load-Dei lection curves for the capping material alone 
which gave the same shape as when the stones themselves 
were tested, and the fact that when bush-hammered specimen 
were tested using only blotting paper the period of adjust-
ment was of longer duration; that is, until the crushed 
surfaces were compacted. In both cases as soon as this 
preliminary adjustment was over the slope of the curve be-
came constant. Therefore, it seems logical that the Modu-
lus of Elasticity would be the slope of that portion of 
the curve where it is constant, If this is true, then a 
corrected curve parallel to that portion of the original 
where the slope is constant can ;;o drawn. The author is 
substantiated in these conclusions by Kessler and Sligh 
who say,"In general it will be noted that the curves 
are straight lines except at low loads, Usually in de-
termining the Modulus of Elasticity this variation is 
1, Physical Properties of the Principal Commercial Lime-
stones of the United States, Kessler and Sligh; p, 511 
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attributed to the uncertainity of taking measurements 
at tiiese low loads, but there is considerable evidence 
to indicate that these variations are due to some pecu-
larity in the structure of the material which influences 
its behavior under stress« The modulus values were com-
puted from the slope of the straight line." They give 
the following table as computed from available data: 
Slate « , , 
Llarble , , 
Serpentine 
Granite . « 
Sandstone , 
Limestone , 
9,000,000 - 15,000,000 
7,200,000 - 14,500,000 
4,800,000 - 9,600,000 
5,700,000 - 8,200,000 
1,900,000 - 7,700,000 
1,500,000 - 12,400,000 
Those teste as conducted using a thin sheet of blot-
ting paper, therefore, might be admitted using the modulus 
as the slope of the streignt line, or Stone I ountain 
Granite this was found to range from 1,^00,000 to ^,300,000 
pounds per square inch, Cn the bush-hamrnered marble speci-
men it ranged from 1,100,000 to 1,400,000 pounds per square 
inch. This seems at great variance from the previous table, 
but is partially supported by the work: of Buckley and the 
xact that on the marble specimen the sovere treatment received 
gave a dead surface on both bearing surfaces that gave an 
excessive deformation. Parks quotes Buckley on the Gra-
nites of Wisconsin as follows, "21 granites and rhyolites 
gave an average modulus of Elasticity of 1,111,000 pounds 
per s-uare inch, They ranged from 156,000 to 2,070,000, n 
i 
1, Building and Ornamental Stones of Canada, Parks; p, 47 
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A StJMKAET OF RESULTS ON CRUSHING STRENGTH 
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0\ 
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Author 1933 On Grain 
GEORGIA T7ITITE KARBLE 
11,414 University of Tennessee 1870 On bed 
11,010 n " • » 
11,020 * n « „ 
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Authority Date 































tfa A ert own Ar s e no 1 
U.S.Bureau of St ndards 
Author 
1 . 3 0 x 1 . 3 0 " 4 , 8 7 0 
1 . 3 0 x 1 . 3 2 4 , 0 7 0 
1 . 3 0 x 1 . 3 0 9 ,310 
1 . 3 0 x 1 . 3 1 3 ,480 
1 . 2 5 x 1 . 3 1 8 ,210 
1 . 2 9 x 1 . 3 0 6 ,400 





VERBE AMTIQ.UE { S^PEJOTNE ) 
2 , 8 8 2 
2 ,375 
5 ,510 
2 , 0 4 2 
4 , 7 7 0 
3 ,320 
4 , 1 2 0 
Author 
1886 
1919 On bed dry ^ 
n " wet >» 
" frozen ^ 
** On edge dry 
" " wet 
rt n frozen 
1933 Bush Hammered 
n Specimen 
1933 
A SUI35AHY OF RESULTS ON TRANSVERSE STRENGTH 
Loading Section 
Position 
I n s , 
Span T e n s i l e 
S t r e s s 
I n s . Lbs /Sq . In . 












2 , 1 3 0 
SLBERTON --INK GRANITE 
Flat 0.72x2.40 2,622 
ELBERTON GREY GRAIIITE 
0 . 7 5 x 2 , 1 5 
1 .00x2 .10 
0 . 8 5 x 1 . 9 0 
1 . 1 0 x 1 . 3 5 
2 , 4 4 3 
2 ,480 
2 , 7 3 8 
2 , 7 7 5 
Author 
















A SUMMARY OF RESULTS ON TRANSVERSE STRENGTH 
Loading 
P o s i t i o n 
S e c t i o n 
I n s . 
Span Tensile 
Stress 
Ins. Lbs./Sq in, 
A u t h o r i t y Date 
VERDE 'ANTIQUE ( F i n e veJLning ) 
F l a t 0 . 9 7 x 2 . 2 4 
0 . 9 6 x 2 . 2 0 
3 ,280 
2 , 8 5 5 
GEORGIA WHITE MARBLE 
11 t o be<~' 
i t o "bed 
F l a t 
11 t o bed 
1 t o be< 
F l a t 
1 .32x1 .50 
1 .25x1 .40 
1 .00x2 .00 
1 . 2 2 x 1 . 4 8 
1 . 2 2 x 1 . 4 8 







ETOWAH PINK MARBLE 
1 .00x2 .00 
CREOLE M'-RBLE 
Author 1933 
1290-1395 U.S.Bureau of Standards 
1384-1412 « « 
Author 1933 





11 to bed 
1 to bed 
Flat 
Flat 
624 U . S . B u r e a u of S t r n d ^ r d s 
1320-1536 
1 .00x2 .00 1 ,461 













A SUMMARY OF RESULTS ON TRANSVERSE STRENGTH 
Loading 
Position 
Section Span Tensile 
Stress 
Ins. Ins, Lbs/So,. In, 
ROCKKA.RT GREY SLA1 
Authority Date 




7,589 US Bureau of Std's. 1917 
4,920 Author 1933 
4,620 w » 
10,060 " 1934 
FAIRMONT GREEN SLATS 
F l a t 0.262 x 4.60 
0.186 X 4.60 






Flat 1.00 x .1.30 




A SULl'iABY OF RESULTS ON TITE T'ODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
Modulus Authority 
Granite ( Ave. ) 
Elberton Pink Granite 
Wisconsin Granite 
Slberton Blue Granite ' 
Stone Mountain Granite 
5,700,000 - 8,200,000 U.S.Bureau of Std»s. 
156,000 -
1,300,000 -
Marble ( Ave.J 7 
Creole Karble C 
Creole Marble ( Bush Hainm'rd) 
Ga.YThite Marble » . n 
Ga, V7hite Marble ? S?we<5 ) 
Stowah Marble 





Fairmont Green Slate ( T ) 





























4,800,000 - 9,600,000 U.S.Bureau of Std's 
9,000,000 - 15,000,000 U.S.Bureau of Std's 






( T ) Modulus as determined from flexural stresses transversely loaded, 
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Although Hardness is a test that is very seldom run 
on "building stones, it was judged oi value to tills report 
inasmuch as it was not feasible to run the standard impact 
tests, wherever tne material being tested is Homogenous 
there is a definite relationship "between resistance to im-
pact and hardness* Zowever, on account oi insuiiicient 
data "being available at this time no exact value can "be 
given for this relationship otner than that the hardness 
value seems to "be the reciprocal oi tne impact value with-
in certain limits. 
The apparatus used ior determining the hardness was 
the Sceleroscope. This piece oi apparatus is ordinarily-
used to determine tne hardness oi metals "by measuring the 
height 01 rebound oi a diamond pointed pellet aiter fall-
ing freelj from a iixed height. This rebound heignt being 
the hardness number. The following table is an average 
value obtained from seven tests: 
Etowah Marble 49.6 Dawn Grey Granite 78.1 
Creole Liarble 47.8 Sunset rink Granite 76.1 
Ga, jhite Larble 50.6 Long Blue Granite 89,7 
Coarse Serpentine 51.4 Stone Mt« Granite 78.6 
Fine Serpentine 68.2 Hoclcmart Slate 52.0 
Georgia Larl 27,0 Fairmont Slate 56.0 
Homau Travertine 28,0 
For comparative purposes the following are given: 
rlate Gl^ss 103.5 3akelite 86.5 
Cast Iron(Grey) 46.0 Steel(High Carbon) 49.0 
SteelUow Carbon) 27.0 BrassfYellow) 26.2 
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1« Scelerscope, Used for determining the approxi-
mate Modulus of Elasticity on Steels, 
£, From left to right at b_ek» ..hite La role after 
beinr iieated to around SOO , fhi-te Lar"ble alter 
being heated to 1700° F« and slaking in the air 
for five days, fresh sample of Shite marble. 
Fresh sample of Serpentine, Serpentine after 
Q 
"uein^ heated to 1700 F« and slaking in the air 
for five days, i'ront, fresh sample of Italian 
o 
Travertine.after beinj heated to 1/00 F« and 
slaking in the air for fire days. 
3« Stone Mt, -ranite. Left to rightf fresh sample, 
after being heated to 500°?. and after being 
heated to 1700 £< 
4, iilberton Blue Granite* Left to right after being 
o n 
heated to 1700 F« to 500 F« and fresh sample. 
Sunset Pink Granite after being heated to 1700° 
x>« after being heated to 500° F, and fresn sample, 
«5«Besults of compression tests on .bong Jlue Granite, 
Shite Larble, Stone Lt. Granite, Illustrating that 
materials of relative 1 o\i compressive value fail 
in a double cone or pyramid,, and those oi high 
compressive valuet. in a single form neither coni-
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IFEECTS OP xî AT 
Althougn tnis is <a test tnat has very seldom "been 
conuucted, the value ol the results obtained more than 
justify the time and labor expended in conducting the 
tests. Various samples 01 stone were ;>lace in sn electric 
lurnaee in Which tne temperature was 600 )Pa They were 
kept at tnis temperature ior iour uours and then quenched 
in cold water. 1'his procedure was followed as it was de-
sired to see the eiiects on tne structure ox the stone 
caused by expansion and tnen sudden contraction. In no 
case was tnere noted any spalling or failing oi the stone 
except ior very small particles being lost by the Stone 
Mountain uranite and irorn the vein material in the Ser-
pentine. Il"fch the marcle tested tnere was some surface 
calcination where trie CaCĈ . nad oeen reduced to CaO and 
3 
the stone as a whole took on a dull llat appearance. The 
Elberton Granites showed no eiiects other than a slight 
leaching in color which was also evident with tne Stone 
Mountain Granite, 
Other samples oi the various stones were tnen weighed 
for their dry weight and placed in an electric furnace in 
which tne temperature was 1700 f* where tney were kept 
ior three nours and fifteen minutes. On removal tney 
were weighed and any losses recorded. The condition of 
all of the stones showed considerable change. The marbles 
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had a chalk;; appearance, and likewise the travertines; 
the Elbert OH Granites ̂ ere several snades lighter in color 
"but showed no indications oi havin£ spalled except on one 
speciman where a crack: developed on one corner. Cn the 
Serpentine there was a decided change notably in color. 
The mass oi t..e material, originally a dark green in color, 
took on a red-brown color, Along the veins were observed 
small checks but no spalling to amount to anything, The 
Stone Mountain Granite also underwent a markeo change, 
The suriace be lame extremely crumbly, resembling the sur-
face oi a sandstone and the nruscovite mica changed to a 
very pronounced golden hue, Also the specimen had the 
feel and ring usually associated with a high refractory 
brick, 
Although on removal from the furnace all specimen 
showed apparently little or no change in body structure 
an examination of tne same specimen five days later showed 
the following: the travertine had collapsed to a bil-
lowy white mass (CaO) which fell into a powder at the 
slightest touch. The marbles had, likewise, collapsed to 
form a povvdery mass about a small eentsr core of dull look-
ing crystals. L'he serpentine still retained its red-brown 
color but had collapsed into a granular lorm. There was 
no observable change in the ^lberton granites, and none 
in the Stone Lountain granite other than a tendency to 
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flake off easily. An examination three month? later 
showed these conditions to still be prevalent with no 
change from the fifth day observations, 
The following table gives the per cent loss on the 
gravimetric basis for the various stones tested. The 
exceptionally hi^h values for the marbles and travertine 
being due to the loss of water of crystallization when 
the CaCOr? was reduced to CaO, 
%J 
Material Per Cent Loss in height 
Stone Lit. Granite « , « . . 0.600 
Sunset _ink Granite « . . . 0.580 
Long Blue Granite . . . . . 0.320 
Dawn Grey Granite . . . . . 0,225 
Ga. .mite Garble , , . , , 30.200 
Hom^n Travertine . . . . . 43,000 
Serpentine , « . « « . « . 20.600 
It is of interest to note that when subject to high 
temperature muscovite mica undergoes a hydra-thermal change 
which imparts to it a very distinct golden color. Hither-
to before this mica was mistaken for granules of gold and 
could not be explained except that it seemed to be associ-
ated witn igneous contacts oi secondary origin. It was 
recognized as mica by geologists, but was thougnt to be 
biotite, however, these heat tests prove conclusively 
that it is the muscovite variety as the biotite present 
in none of the specimen tested showed any color change. 
AS to whether there is any change oi chemical composition 
has not yet been determined but there probably is, 
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By absorption is meant that amount oi natar that a 
stone will absorb in a given period of time. The stones 
o 
tested were dried at a temperature oi 220 F. for four 
hours and then weighed, After becoming completely cool, 
they were immersed in water and allowed to stand for 48 
hours before they were removed. The surface moisture was 
then wiped off with a towel and the specimen immediately 
weighed. The gain in weight giving the per cent absorp-
tion when substituted in the formula (B - A)10Q where 
A 
A and B are the two respective weights, 
This factor generally gives some idea as to the poro-
sity oi the stone and hence its weathering qualities, 
However, a stone with fine pore spaces will absorb water 
more slowly than one with coarse pores and also allow it 
to penetrate farther due to capillary action. Likewise, 
a stone w-ith coarse pores will lose its water much faster 
than one with fine pores with the result that on the gravi 
metric basis this test is not entirely representative for 
all classes of stone for the same periods of immersion, 
The following table gives the results as obtained 
on the stones under consideration: 
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Dawn Grey Granite .£§6% Long Blue Granite .236% 
Sunset Pink Granite ,131 Stone Lit, Granite «17b 
llom̂ n Travertine 1,290 Serpentine ,655 
Ga, Travertine ,772 Ga« .ihite L>irble , 1£65 
Jtwah Marble ,1295 Creole Liarble ,1630 
T?JJJ SPBCiyiC GRAVITY 
The true specific gravity may be definea as the unit 
weight oi the mineral constituents of the stone, It is the 
weight when all oi the pores oi the stone have been elimi-
nated. 
For the determination the stone is ground to a fine 
powder and tnat jjart v.nich vlll pass a S0O mesh screen is 
used. The actual determination is made with a specific 
gravity bottle with a ground stopper havi..r a single per-
foration, The weight oi the bottle dry and lull of water 
is determined, anci then the weight oi the bottle and some 
amount oi the powdered stone is tahen, Sufficient water 
is tnen added to completely iill tiie bottle, The water 
and powdered stone being intimately mixed to insure the 
removal oi all -ir, ana the weight oi tnis mixture is re-
corded, ciince the powdered stone displaces a volume oi 
water equal to its own, the specific gravity can be com-
•outed using tne formula that C- _ £ where if is the weight 
J 
of the stone used, Z is the weight oi the water displaced 
no^ the stone and is equal to the weight of bottle of water 
less Y, where Y is equal to tne weight of the bottle with 
the mixture of stone and water less fl« 
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The following table gives the results as obtained 
on various Georgia stones under consideration: 
Georgia Travertine 2,518 Etowah Llarble 2.6£5 
Long Blue Granite v.636 Creole llarble 2.685 
Dawn Grey Granite 2.632 Ga. white Marble 2,714 
Stone Lt. Granite 2.665 Serpentine 2.545 
APPARENT SP̂ CLB'IC GliAVITY 
The apparent specific gravity is the ratio of the 
dry weight oi a material to the weight of an equal volume 
Q± water. The only difficulty involved in this determina-
tion is- titat oi obtaining accurately the volume of the speci-
men. This is done "by weighing the specimen dry arid then 
weighing it suspended in water. Tne difference in the two 
weights in grams is eoual to the volume ox the specimen in 
cuuic centimeters, however, in making this test on porous 
materials one has to prevent tne specimen from absorbing 
while "being weighed in water. This is done "by determining 
tha volume oi the specimen in a iiiore or less- saturated con-
dition ano requires the taking o± three sets of weights; 
namely, the dry Wight in air, the weight after "being im-
mersed in Tvater lor at least 46 hours, and the weight sus-
pended in water in the saturated condition. The apparent 
specific gravity is then calculated using the formula that 
G s ^1 which weights are those mentioned above, 
This test is of value in com-nuting the porosity of a 
stone as -Aell as in determining the weight per cubic foot 
of the material, 
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The following table gives the values as computed 
for the Georgia Building Stones under consideration, and 
for comparative jUrvoses will be lound values as computed 
"by the Bureau of Standards for the various stones• 
Georgia travertine 2,51 iltowah Garble 2,715 
Long Blue Granite 2,635 Creole Llarble 2,705 
Dawn Grey Granite 2,63 Ga, dhlte Marble 2,709 
Stone Mt, Granite 2,65 Serpentine £.655 
Bureau of Standards 
Basalt 2.9 - 3,2 Slate 2,6 - 2,8 
Soapstone 2,9 - 3,0 Serpentine 2.5 - 2,84 
Gneiss 2.7 - 3.0 Granite 2,6 - 2,7 
Marble 2.7 - 2,86 Sandstone 2,2 - 2.7 
Limestone 1,87- 2,69 
tfSIGHT PER CUBIC FOOT 
The weight per cubic foot is often needed in com-
puting shipping cost and other data relative to the 
handling of stone as well as being of value in design 
work. This value is computed by taking the apparent 
specific gravity of the material and multiplying it by 
the weight of a cubic foot of water, 62,4 pounds, as 
the specific gravity is the ratio of the density of the 
material to that of the water. 
The following table gives the results en tne stones 
tested: 
Dawn Grey Granite 164,0 Ga, Travertine 156,5 
Long Blue Granite 164.5 Roman Travertine 152,0 
Sunset rink Granite 163,4 Ga, White Marble 168,8 
Stone Mt. Granite 165,2 Creole Liarble 168.6 
Serpentine 165.0 Etowah Marble 169.0 
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POKOSITY 
By porosity is meant the amount of pore space 
or voids occurring in the material. This can be cal-
culated when "both the apparent and the true specific 
gravity are known irom the iormula that iJ = &22J • Z al 
where the value "t" is the true specific gravity and 
"a" is the apparent specific gravity. 
The porosity is of interest in considering the pro-
bable weathering qualities of the stone. In a way it 
limits the absorption that can tâ ie place. Many authori-
ties have assumed that a stone when nine-tenths saturated 
will rupture if exposed to frost action. This is based on 
the conclusion that water expands one-tenth of its volume 
on freezing, and if there is not sufficient area to allow 
this expansion there »ill be a disruption of the stone as 
the expanding force will be greater than the cohesive 
force, 
The following table gives the results as calculated, 
along witn a comparative table compiled by the Bureau of 
Standards. 
Georgia Travertine .518% Stone Lit, Granite , 56/o 
Long Blue Granite , 0379>a Ga, White Larble , 184yc 
Dawn Grey Granite ,07670 
By Bureau of btandards 
Diabase 0.2 - \,Z$ î uartzite 1,5 - 2.9$ 
Granite 0,3 - 2«6% Sandstone 1,9 - 22*0,0 
Marble 0,4 - 1,8% 
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i'rom tne comparative table it would appear that 
tne author's results are out o± line, and this is xur-
tner confirmed by tne fact tnat in tne case of all tne 
marbles tested the true specific gravity gave a value 
less than tne apparent w&ick automatically gave a nega-
tive porosity lactor. These stones were rechecked witn 
utmost care and there was found to be no change in re-
lative results. ine only explanation that seem&: in the 
learzt feasible is that ordinary tap H O was useu, and 
Cs 
that tnere were sufficient impurities present to throw 
the specific gravity results oil or else some dissolved 
chlorine attached the specimen The latter seems to 
have some merit inasmuch as only the calcite rocks were 
extremely out 01 line. Tne igneous rocks which would 
be inert to sucn action all gave positive results, A 
check te:,t rua using distilled HgO gave positive results 
indicating tais #&£ evidently the error, 
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DISCOLORATION 
By the term discoloration is meant any change from 
natural color other than that cause by surface deposits 
oi soot or grime which are apt to collect on any "build-
ing. The kinds oi discoloration that may occur are: 
local stains caused "by the absorption of extraneous mat-
ter irom other parts oi tne building, or that carried 
into trie stone by ground water; the alteration oi cer-
tain minerals on being exposed to trie weather, and im-
purities in the stone which become leached to the sur-
face by percolating waters. 
Although it was once thought that many discolora-
tions founa on stones were due to impurities in the mortar 
used for bonoing, it has been conclusively proved by the 
work: of Sligh and Messier oi tne Jureau oi Standards 
that the oxidation or alteration oi these impurities in 
the mortar nas practically no alxect on tne stone. Their 
tests also showed that different waters used in the mor-
tar had nothing to do with the discoloring oi a stone. 
One conclusion that tney did reach though wae that water 
in percolating through the mortar becomes slightly al-
kaline which makes it more absorbent, and as a result, 
organic material on the surface of the stone will more 
readily be taken into solution by the water and result 
1. I-hysical Properties of Limestones, Sligh and Lessler; 
p. 530 
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in a stain on the rnasonary, Their conclusions were that 
most of the staining was due to the walls bein? uncovered 
while under construction. An examination oi jobs where 
the walls haa "been covered while under construction 
showed iar less staining than jobs where this had not 
been done. 
Other discolorations due to the stone itself vary. 
After prolonged weatnering most stones change in appear-
ance. Jiotite granites are apt to stain in "brown and 
yellow splotches due to the alteration 01 the biotite. 
Granites having large feldspar crystals are apt to ta^e 
on a dull wmite, clayey look due to the alteration of the 
feldspar to the secondary mineral, kaolin. Serpentine, 
particularly the ( eorgia variety, takes on a pray cast 
after weathering ior a while. i'he marbles lose their 
luster as the acid-laden rain water attacks the calcite 
crystals. These processes are naturaland cannot well 
be prevented. 
Other discolorations such as that caused by gases, 
soot-laden air, oil, and various cleansing agents, so 
called, take place in a much shorter period of time than 
the natural pnenouena and in the majority of cases com-
pletely overshadow those discolorations due to mineral 
alteration. 
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î ZiiCTS OĴ 1 W3ATH3RIJMG 
Althou;;n t,iere are many artificial tests that 
have been used ior testing the weathering properties of 
various etones, it w&fl decided not to use these alter 
corresponding With the bureau o± standards . quoting; 
their communication, !fIn regard to the chemical effect 
oi rain water or atmosphere exposures, a fairly definite 
measure of this action can "be obtained "by experimenting 
with cubes or small slabs Kith rounded edges. These may 
be dried and carefully weighed nd then exposed to tne 
weather ior a lew months. rfhere there is a normal rain-
fall a measurable loss will occur in s short period of 
time." 
Through the cooperation of the local office oi 
the weather bureau in Atlanta, specimen of tne various 
Georgia Stones under consideration W*3*e exposed irom 
the observatory oi that .yureau on tne top oi Citizens 
and Southern Bank building in Atlanta from October 28, 
1933 to karch 20, 1934. 
The following table shows the per cent loss on the 
gravimetric basis for an average oi 3 tests. 
Dawn Grey Grani te 0.0857 Ga. u n i t e Larb le 0,133 
Long 31ue Grani te 0.033 Verde Antique [f)0.1397 
Sunset r i n k Grani te 0.0357 ( a . T r a v e r t i n e 0,124 
Stone Hi* Gran i te 0.0486 l.ommi T r a v e r t i n e 0,261 
1. Bureau of standards to G.i-« ffoollard, Dwk:SL3, file 
Ix-9/lrsu. 
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It will "be noted that the Yerde Antique showed 
a gain in weigrit. As all 2 specimen showed this 
phenomena, it can only be concluded that some chemi-
cal reaction took: place which caused an increase in 
density wnicn more tnan offset the erosive eiiectr o± 
weathering. 
The "balance o± the results »#x« wnat might "be 
expected, hie travertine •kewiag the greatest loss 
due to their perforated structure and ca1*1urn carbonate 
base, tne marbles next and tne rrariites last. Luis 
shows ratner conclusively that the weatnering action 
was mostly cnemical ratner than mechanical« 
An examination 01 tne meteorological summary 
sheets ior the period ox exposure gave tne ioil owing 
averages: 
humidity (per cenS) 65,8 
Temperature (Average0 F,) ifi.fi - 74 
Temperature (Extreme0 ̂ .) 7,0 - 86 
Rainfall (To normal) -1,4 
Hail 2 
nignt i'roet 9 
Hilling x-rost 9 
onow or bleet 7 
Thunaerstorms 9 
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fig* In xanarama vie* of part 01 the specimen tested. 
tfigt 2« Transverse specimen tested. 
Flgt 3, Samples alter being weathered naturally for 
lour and a hall months. 
i,!ig« 4, Specimen alter 135 ireezing cycles. 
Pig* 5. 3ome oi the specimen alter tested alter failure. 
PLATE X 
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FBBEZI3JG TESTS 
Different investigators have used different methods 
in investigating the effects of freezing on the various 
stones tested. Meet ui these tests have been on the way 
ireezin,? afiects tne ultimate compressive strength of the 
stone, however, as no conclusions could he reached on 
this as on one stone it caused an increase and on another 
a corresponding decrease in strength, the author was led 
to approach tne subject from another angle, A« all pre-
vious tests had called ior ironi 20 to 4:0 freezing cycles, 
it was decided to run a series oi freezing cycles of at 
least a 100 and as many more as conditions permitted, and 
rather trian test ior any changes in strength to test for 
losses. in material. Realising that no exact duplication 
of the freezing cycles of nature could be obtained in the 
snort period oi time in which this wor£ its to be conducted, 
a test method had to be devised that would permit artificial 
operation ano yet at the same time approximate actual, con-
ditions. Ae most previous teats had been with specimen in 
a more or lesc saturated condition Which is not a condition 
met with actually, it was decided to run the tests with tne 
stone holding no more water than would be the case ior tne 
prevailing numidity. ahe stones were first dried out at 
£00° j1. for two nours and exposed for three days to current 
conditions with the humidity about 55/o. They were then 
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placed in a cold chamber and carried down to 16° x, for 
1Z hours. At the end of this period they were exposed 
to prevailing conditions for 12 hours and tne cycle re-
peated, One hundred and thirty-two cycles were run in 
all and. tnen the specimen were dried as originally and 
weighed, Since these tests were run the author has re-
ceive^ a copy oi the work oi Sligh and Kessler oi the 
^ureau oi Standards on tne Commercial Limestones of the 
United ot̂ te:-.. In tneir investigation of tnie problem 
on limestone they used a method "based on tne same con-
clusions as the autnor. However, tney ran tests to des-
truction and used a higher degree of saturation. In 
thawing the specimen they ran regular tap water on tnem, 
and also tney ran three cycles daily which not only gave 
a hi ner amount of water in tne pore spaces hut also gavfl 
more rapid reversal of stresses. They found that with 
some limestones tney got complete failure in les( than a 
100 cycles and witn others tney did not get iailure viith 
1800 cycles. However, as a me turanle loss occurred with 
the tests as conducted on Georgia Stone some idea as to 
the relative qualities oi the various building stones 
tested is rained from the following table. The table is 
an average loss for four tests, 
Ver^e Antique . 1461/S Dawn Grey Granite .0485%*,0301 
Italian .Travertine ,0215 Stone kt. Granite ,1273 
hong Llue uranitd ,0495 Ga. nhite Llar'ble ,0513 
bunset xinlc Granite ,0578 Ga, Travertine ,0739 
*Ave. of 3 as one value was extremely out of line. 
A SUUr.T.RY OF TESTS Oil 
GEORGIA STONES 
M a t e r i a l Compress ive 
S t r e n g t h 
L b s / S q . I n . 
T r a n s v e r s e :odulus of 
S t r e n g t h E l a s t i c i t y 
L b s / S q . I n . 
Hardness pacific Gravity 
^rue r pparert 
Stone M t . G r a n i t e 25 ,862 1 5 , 4 4 3 
Long Blue G r a n i t e 2 5 , 3 4 8 1 8 , 7 5 0 
Dawn Grey G r a n i t e 17 ,533 
Sun S e t P ink G r a n i t e 
L i t h o n i a G r a n i t e 128,970 1 6 , 5 0 0 
,  
.7 ,533 
Ga.",7hite Marb le 
Etov/ah J I a rb l e 
C r e o l e Marb le 
Cherokee G a r b l e 
r e z z o t o n t I - a r b l e 
Amica lo l a Marb le 
Verde Vntique 
( c o a r s e ) 
( f i n e ) 
1 0 , 0 2 8 8 ,825 
12 ,020 B,694 
















2 . 5 5 0 
3 , 2 JO,UUU 
3,200,000 
3,200,000 
9 , 0 9 0 , 9 0 0 
7 , 8 4 3 , 1 0 0 
6 , 8 9 6 , 5 0 0 
9 , 0 9 0 , 9 0 0 
78.6 2.665 2.65 
09.1 2.636 2. 635 
78.1 2. 632 2.63 
76.1 2.632 2. 33 
2.686 
50.6 2,714 2.709 
49.6 2,635 » 2.715 




5 1 . 4 
6 8 . 2 
2 .545 M 2 .655 
Georg ia T r a v e r t i n e 
Ro:nan T r a v e r t i n e 
HOckmart S l a t e 
F a i r m o n t Green S l a t e 
,851 
* - "Rush hammered specimen, 















A SUMMARY OF TESTS ON 
GEORGIA STOHES 
Transverse Fodulus of I 
Strength Elasticity 
Lbs/Sq..In. 
Stone rt.Granite 25,862 ID,443 
Long Blue Granite 25,348 18,750 
Davm Grey Granite 17,533 
Sun Set Pink Granite 17,533 




Cherokee :̂ arble 
Fezzotont T.'arble 
Maicalola 1 Garble 
Verde \ntiq_ue 
( coarse ) 
'{ fine ) 
10,828 8,825 * 
12,020 - ,694 * 





Georgia Travertine 3,366 
Roman Travertine ,4,8D1 
Rockmart Slate 
Fairmont Green Slate 
* - Bush hammered specimen. 




























rue r pparen' 
7 8 . 6 2 . 6 6 5 2 . 6 5 
8 9 . 1 2 .636 2, 635 
7 8 . 1 2 . 6 3 2 2 . 6 3 
7 6 . 1 2 .632 2 . S 3 
2 .686 
5 0 . 6 2 , 7 1 4 2 .709 
4 9 . 6 2 , 6 3 5 » 2 . 7 1 5 
4 7 . 8 2 . 6 8 5 T 2 . 7 0 5 
2 . 7 0 8 
2 .716 
2 .726 
5 1 . 4 2 . 5 4 5 • 2 .655 
6 8 . 2 
2 7 , 0 2 . 5 1 8 2 , 5 1 
2 8 . 0 2 , 5 1 3 2 . 4 3 
5 2 . 0 
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DISCUSSION Ofi1 CUH\liS 
j?rom the curves plotted lor tiie diiierent quali-
ties oi tne various stones tested it is seen that 
there ifi a definite relationship "between compressive 
strength and hardness. SUMs has long been known to 
exist in metals, and "by knowing the hardness oi steel 
it is possible to compute not on±t tne modulus oi elas-
ticity oi tne material but also the per cent carbon 
present without iurtner testing. ahe results oi the 
present tesus indicate that there is a similar rela-
tionship present in rocks. Although the hardness and 
the strength seem to vary more or less directly, no 
conclusions can be definitely stated at tnit time be-
yond approximations. An examination oi the curves slot-
ted lor the mineral constituents oi tne granite uncer 
consideration shows that lor the three granites tested 
the strength seems to vary inversely aa tne amount oi 
quartz present and directly with tne Alumina (A1*QQ) 
present. Ai to the affects that tne presence 01 tne 
minerals nave on tne strength nothing can be concluded 
a*u tnit time other than tne stated relationships seem 
to exist, 
Ae stated earlier in this report tne compressive 
strength could not be taken at a guage oi the durability, 
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and this fact is "borne out when the curves for weather-
ing and freezing losses are compared; with the strength 
curve. lu a general way tne losses hue to freezing or 
mechanical agents vary directly with the per cent poro-
sity. ine losses occ< sioned by weathering appear to fee 
more tue results ox chemical agents rather than mechani-
cal ones JIIG seem to vary roughly with the specific gravi-
ty and to a certain extent inversely witn tne hardness, 
An examination of the two curves for absorption and 
porosity bears out the conclusions previously stated 
under tne discussion of results oi absorption tests. Off 
hand it would appear that these two qualities would vary 
more or 1*BE directly with each other, however, tne data 
plotted indicates that there is an inverse agreement which 
is explained on the ground that a stone having a high ab-
sorption would have coarse pores and lose its water quick-
ly while one with low absorption would have fine pores 
that woulo xiold water longer due to capillary action 
wnich explains the fact that thee© stones having a high 





All oi the various, stones tested snowed more 
than sufficient strength to meet any requirements 
that might he demanded of them lor contraction 
purposes. 
Hardness: 
All of the stones tested showed a hardness 
equal to or greater than a low carbon steel, and in 
general it can be stated that the strength varies 
more or less directly with the hardness. 
porosity: 
Tne porosity is indicative of the mechanical 
losses that might be expected from freezing and Dears 
an inverse rather than a direct relationship to absorp-
tion. 
absorption: 
The absorption is not a guage of the losses that 
might be expected from freezing except when considered 
as tne reciprocal. 
Apparent Specific Gravity: 
The results obtained check very closely with 
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those oi previous investigators, and S-iowed the 
densities oi the stones tested to vary in the follow-
ing order: (1) marble, (2) serpentine, (3) granite 
and (4) travertine. 
Specific Gravity: 
The results obtained are logical and indicate 
clearly tne voids existinr in the consolidated stone 
Which are not accounted ior in determining the ap-
parent speciiic gravity, 
Weathering: 
The losses due to weathering appear to "be pre-
dominantly chemical rather than mechanical, and seem 
to vary directly with tne apparent speciiic gravity. 
freezing: 
The freezing losses which are mechanical, ap-
parently vary directly with the porosity and inversely 
with the absorption. 
High Temperatures: 
Iviost oi the stones tested will stand temperature;-
up to 5u0° Fahrenheit without serious injury other 
than a dulling of finish, ^owever, when taken to 
temperatures as nigh as 1700 Fahrenheit all of the 
stones are practically destroyed. 
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CONCLUSIONS OH TESSIS 
Additional worh of a more extensive nature should 
"be "one on the relation? "between strength, hardness and 
mineral constituents to determine the exact relations 
which appear to exist. Such an investigation would re-
quire work and time "beyond the scope of a Master's 
Tnesis as well ac considerable funds for the preparation 
of specimen needed, 
Other work: that should receive further considera-
tion is the relationship "between porosity, absorption 
and freezing losses* The freezing test as conducted, 
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